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High winds hamper Grizzly 
offense in weekend scrimmage.
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News:
Make sure the next Greek Life adviser isn’t Greek
to you.  See what the candidates have to say.
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Credit card offers halted
Flint, Price took money
from conservative PAC
Aaron Flint and Gale Price received a boost from a newly
formed Republican political action committee in their cam-
paign for the top seats in ASUM.
The new ASUM president and vice president accepted
$75 from Forward Montana in what ASUM administrators
sasy is as the first time a PAC has contributed to a student
campaign at the University of Montana.
Flint is a member of the organization. He said he was
attracted to the group’s initiatives, which include encourag-
ing more young people to become involved in politics.
However, he said he was unaware that several companies
who contributed to Forward Montana lobbied to cut funding
to UM’s environmental studies program this legislative ses-
sion. The Montana Mining Association, Montana
Contractors’ Association and the Montana Wood Products
Association claim the EVST program hurts the state’s econ-
omy. The groups have contributed a combined $5,850 to
Forward Montana, according to the PAC’s finance report.
“I wasn’t aware of that in particular,” Flint said. “When I
talk about EVST, I think they shouldn’t be cut. That’s what
I represent.”
He said his membership in the conservative group, which
recently formed a faction on campus, is balanced by Price’s
membership in the more liberal MontPIRG.
“We represent students across the board,” he said. “We
In the wake of criticism from
ASUM and MontPIRG, Bill
Johnston said he has temporar-
ily delayed the mailing of credit
card offers to University of
Montana students, although
the mailings will continue.
Johnston, the director of the
Alumni Association, said the
mailings will most likely
resume in July.
In an e-mail sent to student
leaders that was obtained by
the Kaimin, Johnston said he
suspended the mailings to “give
me time to find answers to my
many questions and concerns
regarding the resolution.”
Johnston said his questions
pertain to an ASUM resolution
passed in January, that sup-
ported the discontinuance of
the mailings. 
Many members of
MontPIRG and ASUM object to
a restrictive contract the
Alumni Association has with
MBNA, a company that offers
students credit cards on behalf
of the association. The groups
say the Alumni Association
“sells” student information to
credit card solicitors, a practice
the groups say is against
Montana law. 
Johnston and UM Legal
Counsel David Aronofsky said
the Alumni Association is not
violating Montana law.
“The Alumni Association is
not violating any state law in
word or spirit,” Aronofsky said.
“They don’t know what they
are talking about.”
Johnston said the company
does not have access to a data-
base of student information and
that the information they do
have is public information,
since it is also located in the
University’s telephone directory.
David Ponder, executive
director of MontPIRG, said he
still believes the practice is
wrong.
“Are they selling informa-
tion outright? Technically, prob-
ably no,” he said. “But are they
receiving financial gains by
providing student information?
Unquestionably, yes.”
MontPIRG representatives
said the Alumni Association
Foundation, an affiliate of the
association, collects royalties
every time a student signs up
for a card in exchange for mak-
ing a list of student names
available to MBNA.
Ponder said the mailings
violate the privacy rights of
students.
“We think it is bad public
policy to distribute student
directory information to solici-
tors,” he said. “To continue to
persist in violating students’
privacy is insulting to stu-
dents.”
Ponder said he hoped
University administrators
would step in and tell the
Alumni Association to discon-
tinue the mailings.
UM President George
Dennison said he would have
to familiarize himself with the
procedure before he could con-
sider asking the Alumni
Association to discontinue the
mailings. 
But Ponder said he hoped
the problem would be solved
before the end of the semester.
“We are optimistic we can
work with Bill,” he said. “He is
a super guy.”
Johnston said he was still
willing to address students’
concerns, although he doubted
he would change his mind.
Controversial UM professor
allowed back for research
After a brief suspension with pay, adjunct professor
Dennis Holt was told he could come back to the University
of Montana for the remainder of the semester, but only to do
research.
Holt, a full-time adjunct linguistics professor, was sus-
pended in April after administrators received “an avalanche
of complaints” about a lecture Holt gave in which he said he
“kind of blew up” about the war in Iraq.
Thomas Storch, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,
said he wasn’t sure if Holt would be rehired for fall semes-
ter, but added that Holt’s contract will expire at the end of
this semester.
According to a release written by University Relations,
Holt’s original suspension, imposed by Storch, was lifted as
a result of negotiations between administrators and the
University Faculty Association. The statement is described
as a joint statement made by the UFA and administrators. 
Storch said he was not directly involved with negotiations
to reinstate Holt, and UM President Dennison said he too
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Alumni Association
delays mailing
amid dispute
Dennis Holt’s future 
at the University is unclear, 
officials say
$75 check does not influence 
executives’ beliefs, 
Flint says
See HOLT, Page 16
See FLINT / PRICE, Page 16
A tradition continues
Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin
Men in traditional American Indian dress await their turn Sunday night to be ushered to the dance floor of the
Adams Center during the final rounds of the 35th Annual Kyi-Yo Powwow.
News:
Bike Walk Bus week rides into town, 
and UM students are walking and rolling.
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(U-WIRE) STILLWATER, Okla. - “Dead or
alive,” said the president. We were promised
Osama bin Laden’s head on a platter. On Sept.
13, 2001, President Bush said this to a grieving
and shocked nation, “The most important thing
is for us to find Osama bin Laden. It is our num-
ber one priority and we will not rest until we
find him.” But then his focus shifted, and there
was a new public enemy number one: Saddam
Hussein. Eighteen months later to the day,
President Bush said this of bin Laden, “I don’t
know where he is and I really
don’t care. It’s not that impor-
tant. It’s not our priority.” 
What did Osama do to move
so quickly from being the admin-
istration’s number one priority
to not even being a priority at
all? Eighteen months after Sept.
11 bin Laden was still alive, and
for all we know, still plotting to
kill even more of us. It wasn’t
anything bin Laden did; it was Bush’s short
attention span. 
Bush has a weird way of shifting his policy
direction mighty quickly. While laying out his
“strategery” for Iraq, we were given many mixed
messages. We needed to invade because of
weapons of mass destruction. We needed to
invade because Hussein was brutalizing his peo-
ple, who needed liberation. We needed to invade
because al-Qaida had set up shop in Baghdad.
We were given so many seemingly reasonable
arguments for starting up a war, and now none
of them are being explored. And if they are being
explored, they are yielding limited results. 
Bush has now refused to allow United
Nations inspectors back into the country. The
world wants to know why he’s done this. Perhaps
it’s because he knows they won’t find anything
but sand and about 400 tons of U.S.-made
depleted uranium shells. 
Others have suggested another reason why
Bush doesn’t want an independent investigation
of Iraq. UN inspectors might make it impossible
to plant our justification for war somewhere in
Iraq. 
Don’t think it couldn’t happen. Our military
has been caught in a lie before in places like
Nicaragua, Cambodia and El Salvador — not to
mention the Bay of Pigs fiasco. Perjury also
played a big role in the first Gulf War. 
On Oct. 10, 1990, a 15-year-old girl calling
herself “Nayirah” told her tear-jerking story in
front of Congress. Turned out that the girl (who
was using a stage name) was actually the daugh-
ter of the Kuwaiti ambassador to the United
States. Her story was completely fabricated and
she had been coached for the staged event by the
Hill and Knowlton PR agency. 
Ironically, the same agency later went to work
on Bush Sr.’s re-election. Wagging the American
dog was pretty easy, since no one bothered to
look into “Nayirah’s” identity until after the war
was already over. 
In our latest war, there were also a few
stretches of the truth. Our two
biggest pieces of evidence that
Iraq was still pursuing nuclear
weapons were speedily debunked
by scientists and experts. 
The aluminum rods you heard
so much about were found to be
completely unsuited for refining
fissionable material. We even
forged documents that seemed to
suggest that Iraq had purchased
uranium from Niger. These too were found to be
hoaxes. 
So Bush shifted his focus yet again. All of a
sudden, you heard less about “noo-kyoo-luhr”
weapons and more about chemical and biological
ones. 
While he was still shoring up support for his
war, Mr. Bush painted a grim picture of Iraq. He
spoke of mushroom clouds, poison factories, gal-
lons upon gallons of lethal substances and horri-
ble weapons ready for export to terrorists. But
after we planted our tanks in Baghdad, we found
little to no evidence of any of these things. 
There is still no smoking gun in Iraq. Their
military offered only token resistance. They were
hardly the death squads of elite troops that we
were warned about. So where is the justification
for the mess we’ve made over there? 
It’s a moot question to pose now that the deed
is done. 
All the people of Iraq care about now is get-
ting some stability in their lives so that things
can get back to normal. Let’s hope that the presi-
dent’s attention span doesn’t prevent us from
shifting our focus away from them yet again.
Bush’s attention span shorter than Iraq war
Guest column
There is still no smoking gun in
Iraq. Their military offered only
token resistance. They were hard-
ly the death squads of elite
troops that we were warned
about. So where is the justifica-
tion for the mess we’ve made
over there? 
Indefinite elections
definitely need to end
Editorial
Elections are typically a one-day affair. At a university like
ours, where hectic schedules might make voting hard to
accomplish in one day, we have two-day elections. Anything
more than that is merely ridiculous.
If you go into the UC today, you’ll notice you can still vote
on whether to reaffirm MontPIRG’s ability to ask students for
a voluntary $3 fee each semester. Already, after Wednesday’s
and Thursday’s election, MontPIRG polls were kept open
Friday and also Monday. Ted Morrison, the board chairman of
MontPIRG, said he thinks the polls will likely be kept open
through Wednesday — a full week after the election began. 
MontPIRG does this because it is required to get approval
not just from the majority of students who vote — a slim 14
percent voted last week — but from a majority of at least 25
percent of the student body. So until MontPIRG secures its
more than 3,100 votes, the polls will remain open. As of
Monday morning, the group needed about 800 more.
There are two things wrong with this picture. 
The first, and most obvious, is that an election should not
be something that is allowed to go on indefinitely. Why even
bother having it on a set day if MontPIRG will keep the polls
open as long as it takes to hear from 25 percent of the stu-
dents? Why not make April the University of Montana Voting
Month and do away with formal elections entirely?
We don’t understand why election laws would allow for vot-
ing to go beyond a set length. We do know that MontPIRG
leaders are trying to change the bylaws so they don’t have to
secure the 25 percent turnout, which would in turn do away
with the extended voting period. Of course, they don’t like
having to man the polls for days on end. And it becomes
tedious for MontPIRG members, waiting for straggling voters
to see whether they’ve got the go-ahead to continue their
work on campus. 
Regardless of MontPIRG’s interest in modifying the
process, we think it should be changed because it makes UM
elections seem absurd — “It’s really important that you vote
TODAY! If you don’t, we’ll ask you to vote next week! Or the
week after if we still don’t have enough people!”
The second thing that’s wrong with MontPIRG’s agreement
with the University is that it requires a certain voter turnout.
How can MontPIRG be asked to guarantee that one in every
four students cares enough to cast a vote? In federal elections,
when we’re picking our president, the lure of the voting booth
pulls in many people — about 58 percent of Montanans dur-
ing the 2000 presidential election. But when it comes to state
and city elections, the turnout drops. It drops even more
when it’s an election for student government — again, just 14
percent of UM students voted last week. 
The Board of Regents, ASUM and MontPIRG need to
change the election laws so that voting doesn’t drag on and
on. A two-day process dragged out into a week-long agony
doesn’t help anybody, and it doesn’t make any sense.
—Jessie Childress
OPINION
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LETTERS POLICY:  Letters should be no
more than 300 words, typed and double-
spaced. Writers are limited to two letters per
month. Letters should be mailed, or preferably
brought, to the Kaimin office in room 206 of the
Journalism Building with a valid ID for verifica-
tion. E-mail may be  sent to letters@kaimin.org
Letters must include signature (name in the
case of E-mail), valid mailing address, tele-
phone number and student’s year and major, if
applicable. All letters are subject to editing for
clarity and brevity.  Longer pieces may be sub-
mitted as guest columns.
Montana Kaimin Our 105thYear
Column by
Jeff Postelwait
Correction:
In Friday’s Kaimin a letter to the editor was signed by Annie Hansen, who was identified as a
junior studying psychology. Hansen is a Missoula resident but does not attend UM. A different
Anne Hansen, who is a junior studying psychology, did not write the letter.
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Kaimin coverage
unbalanced, sinful
Your coverage of our planned
protests against the sin of
homosexuality in your commu-
nity is superficial and unethical.
You not only have no balance —
you allow absolutely zero con-
text for dissenting views. Your
name should be the Montana
Kaimin Journal of Sodomite
Propaganda. You deserve the
Julius Streicher Award.
(Streicher was the only Nazi
hanged at Nuremberg who
never killed or ordered the
killing of a single human being.
But his lying, one-sided, distort-
ed propaganda made the killing
of millions fashionable).
We have first-hand experi-
ence with your so-called “gays”
and “lesbians” of UM, and we
have thousands of pickets all
over America to compare you
with.  You are among the most
physically violent and lawless
— by far. The closest to you are
the beasts of the Castro District
of San Francisco and Greenwich
Village of New York.
You fill your stories with
false babbling about your
sodomite plans for “peaceful”
counterprotests when we arrive
next month. Hogwash. We have
video footage of your violence
against us. Some of which
appears in a documentary film
by an independent Florida pro-
ducer now appearing in film fes-
tivals across America.  
If UM wanted balance and
fair play in the marketplace of
ideas on your filthy campus, you
would show that film —
“FRED” — in connection with
“The Laramie Project.”
The last thing in this world
you sodomites want is what the
Supreme Court calls “robust,
wide-open, uninhibited debate”
on this issue. You can’t stand it.
You have no case. Promiscuous
sex with each others’ feces and
drinking each others’ semen as
an innocent alternate lifestyle is
a hard sell. Equating sinful,
shameful, same-sex sex with
God’s Holy Matrimony — one
man, one woman, one lifetime
— is an even harder sell.
In a word — and with pro
rata attribution to Jack
Nicholson — YOU CAN’T HAN-
DLE THE TRUTH!  Therefore
you resort to lawless physical
violence.  
Fred W. Phelps
pastor, Westboro Baptist
Church
Abortion snuffing 
out lives of children
How dare you who support
the abortion claim to be pro-life
because you have ended back-
alley abortions! The deaths
from the back-alley abortions
were tragic because they ended
two lives. The judicial activism
that brought about Roe v. Wade
did nothing to improve the situ-
ation. Abortion kills an unborn
child. The death of an innocent
is equally tragic. There is no
“golden silence.”  America is
filled from sea to shining sea
with the silent screams of
babies who are dying from
abortion. The only trouble is
that we are too busy with our
own conveniences and enter-
tainment to be able to hear
them.
MaryEllen Wood
senior, history
Military science
requires creativity
In the article “Military sci-
ence minor shot down,” (April
23rd), political science profes-
sor Louis Hayes explains his
vote against the creation of a
military science minor with
the statement, “In academic
courses there’s research, inves-
tigation, analysis, revelations,
inquires. You don’t do that in
the military...You do what you
are told in the military.”
I would disagree with pro-
fessor Hayes’s characteriza-
tion of the military. When the
military is asked to provide
an opinion to America’s policy
makers, it must gather infor-
mation, process it, synthesize
it and then come to a conclu-
sion as to the best course of
action. Unit commanders
must do much the same dur-
ing war, choosing the best
course of action to minimize
both civilian and military
casualties, as well as meet
the stated objectives.
The military relies upon
high levels of communication
between individuals and units,
as well as sophisticated knowl-
edge of very complex and tech-
nical equipment. While an indi-
vidual may be asked to carry
out an order by a supervisor —
a position in which most of us
will find ourselves as we join
the corporate world after grad-
uation — the supervisor is able
to, and even encouraged, to
come up with creative and
innovative solutions to solve
problems and improve perform-
ance and readiness.
To argue otherwise is to
portray people in the military
as mindless, passive and
incapable of critical thought.
This is a disservice and I
would strongly disagree, hav-
ing known a number of capa-
ble, competent and creative-
thinking men and women in
the military.
Rachel Swartz
graduate student, history
Elevator graffiti in
downward spiral
I’m currently living in the
dorms because the University
requires that I do so. I live on
the fourth floor of a filing cabi-
net for students. Living on the
fourth floor has exposed me to a
large amount of elevator riding.
I can remember being little and
considering it a treat when my
parents would allow me to ride
the wondrous, stomach-dropping
elevator. Cruising in elevators
was sweet, almost analogous to
carnival rides. Nowadays I find
that riding in those steel con-
traptions is more of a chore than
a carnival ride. I don’t dislike
the elevators because they are
slow, or noisy, or undependable.
Those things don’t bother me.
What bothers me is the unintel-
ligible garbage that people feel a
need to scrawl on the walls of
the elevator. Phrases like “War
Is Bad” or “No War” are com-
mon. There is even the occasion-
al grammatical error. Some
rebel actually wrote,
“Opinonated F*ck” in response
to “War is Bad.” Yes, the rebel
misspelled opinionated, and, no,
I don’t think it was intentional.
To be completely honest, the ele-
vator tag that prompted me to
write this letter was the one
that said, “Thy Kingdom Come
Thy Will Be Done.” Besides
being the longest tag I’ve seen, it
was also the first Biblical refer-
ence. I’m not a religious person,
and I don’t study the Bible, so I
can’t interpret this quote for you.
But I’m willing to bet that who-
ever wrote this would love to
cram a ton more down your
throat, along with some conde-
scension and a little salvation
for good measure. I know I
should just ignore what’s written
in the elevators, but I’ve tried
and I can’t. So to all you elevator
writers out there — either knock
it off or write something worth
reading.
Tyler Hurst
freshman, exercise sciences
Earth Day message
lost in car fumes
I read with interest about
the various activities occurring
at UM during Earth Day.
Committees were formed,
water-wise turf test plots were
installed, etc. But, after this
important event, many, if not
most, Earth Day advocates
attending these activities got
into their vehicles and drove
home.
If students, staff, faculty
and administrators are real-
ly serious about making
themselves, the UM campus,
Missoula, the United States
and the world better, they
would leave their commuter
vehicles home more often.
Just think of the positive
effects if commuters took the
free Mountain Line bus,
walked, biked or carpooled
to work.
Less driving would help
(1) alleviate the campus traf-
fic and parking problems,
thereby leaving more open
space and saving UM money;
(2) lower greenhouse-causing
CO2 emissions; (3) improve
Missoula’s air quality; (4)
lower individual vehicle
maintenance, fuel and insur-
ance costs; and (5) lower the
huge U.S. balance of pay-
ments problem which in
large part is due to the cost
of imported oil. In addition,
less driving could help curb
campus obesity, which in
turn might stabilize our
presently escalating health
insurance costs.
In fact, I can’t think of
one negative effect of not
driving solo to the UM cam-
pus each day.
Ian M. Lange
geology department
Letters to the editor
Glided by the light
YMCA member Jamie
Beaudroy glides
through the water
Sunday evening in the
shallow end of the
Missoula Family
YMCA pool as 
sunlight spills in
through an open door.
Lisa Hornstein/
Montana Kaimin
Recruitment and retention
will be the main focus of the
next Greek Life adviser, the
two candidates for the position
said.
The previous adviser,
Eldridge Moore, resigned
March 20. His replacement
will be announced next week
and will be chosen from the
same pool of candidates from
which he was selected.
“It was a close call last time
we picked,” said Steve
Marlenee, president of the
Interfraternity Council.
One candidate, Cairn
Lindloff, saw membership in
the Greek community at the
Colorado School of Mines —
where she was Greek adviser
from 1994 to 2002 —  increase
from 13 percent of the student
body to 20 percent during her
time at the helm. 
She sees the same possibili-
ties at the University of
Montana, where about 300 of
more than 12,000 students
are Greeks.
“The potential I see is very
broad,” Lindloff said during a
forum with the Greek commu-
nity. “You guys are very dedi-
cated. That energy will help
you make changes.”
Lindloff said hazing or
over-programming may be to
blame for the small recruiting
classes during recent Rush
weeks and low retention.
“There’s something there
that needs to be fixed,”
Lindloff said. 
The other candidate, Lea
Hanson, is a Greek adviser at
Colorado State University. She
said if Greeks want to offer
brotherhood and sisterhood as
a reason for pledging, hazing
can’t be part of what they offer
freshmen. She cited a tribunal
earlier this year that
addressed complaints about
hazing at Sigma Chi as evi-
dence of the problem.
“It’s one of those assumed
traditions, but it’s dying out,”
Hanson said. “What is seen on
TV is not reality. Practicing
what we preach is the ideal
statement of integrity.”
Lindloff said she would
encourage Greek students to
be more involved in activities
with people outside of their
organization. This would help
fight the stereotype that
Greeks only are friends with
other Greeks, she said. Plus,
Greeks could get their friends
from other activities involved
with their chapter activities
and may find new members,
she said.
Hanson, too, advocated
involvement with other activi-
ties, particularly through co-
sponsoring events. She also
recommended developing
brochures for new students. 
“It will open students’ eyes
to at least finding out more
about Greek life,” she said.
“Then they’ll have this aware-
ness before they even come to
campus.”
The candidates differed in
their views of the alcohol poli-
cy, which is up for review
along with the rest of the
UM/Greek agreement.
The alcohol policy is a
patchwork quilt, Hanson said.
Fraternities have to follow the
policies of the University, the
national organization and the
chapter. Nationally, all sorori-
ties are dry.
Coors is one of the major
backers of the Colorado School
of Mines, Lindloff ’s last
employer, so the school had a
more liberal alcohol policy
than UM, she said.
Hanson said UM should
stick with its current policy,
which allows alcohol in the
rooms of those students older
than 21 and not at parties.
“My impression is it’s not
too extreme either way. The
no-party rule seems consistent
with nationwide trends,”
Hanson said. “It’s safe and a
risk-reducing approach. It
respects the rights of 21-year-
olds but reduces liabilities.”
Greek Life adviser candidates share views of future for Greeks
Kristen Inbody
Montana Kaimin
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Check out our Website for Daily River Reports. Accurate, Truthful and Knowledgeable 
501 South Higgins Ave
721-4796
www.fourrivers.net
The Season Is Here!!
Let Us Outfit You With
Breathable Waders from $129.00
Rod & Reel Combos from $169.00
FREE FLOAT TRIP!!  FREE FLOAT TRIP!!
Spend $25.00 in the shop and enter to win our
monthly giveaway of a FREE FLOAT TRIP
(Buy a dozen bugs you need anyway and maybe win a guided trip!)
To check out, go to the UC info Desk.
For more info, call ASUM Office of Transportation 243-4599
Check-out - just like a library book -
For up to 2 days BIKES!
A T T E N T I O N  C A S  M A J O R S !I   !
Friday, May 9th is the
last day to submit drop
petitions for Spring
Semester 2003. Be
sure to give yourself
ample time to supply
“outside written veri-
fication” of one of the
four valid reasons for
dropping a course past
the deadline noted on
the drop form.
AVOID the rush and the
possibility of missing the
deadline, because faculty
and deans cannot serve
intense student demands
in the last few days of the
semester.
QUESTIONS?
Call the CAS dean’s office
243-2632 or stop by LA 136
BEFORE May 9th.
A film that tells the riveting story about the 
battle for the Presidency in Florida and the 
undermining of democracy in America.  
UC Theater  - TONIGHT 
6pm & 7:30pm 
FREE 
GOT STORAGE
Expressway Storage
Summer Rates Sp
ec
ia
l R
at
es
10’ x 10’ • 3 Months • $150xx
728-6565
...10 sizes available...Call Today!
Donna McCrea had an
epiphany about what she wanted
to do with her life when she was
studying in graduate school.
After meeting an archivist,
McCrea realized what her ideal
job would be.
“My whole life changed, and I
just knew what I wanted to do,”
said McCrea, the new archivist
at the Mansfield Library. “It’s
such a cool, great job.”
McCrea received her under-
graduate degree in humanities
and history at the University of
Colorado and her master’s
degree in library science and
information with an emphasis in
archive administration at the
University of Wisconsin -
Milwaukee; she has been at the
University of Montana for three
weeks.
The archives department is on
level four of the Mansfield
Library. It holds any unpub-
lished material, including books
related to Montana and the
Intermountain West, oral histo-
ries, rare books kept in special
collections , microfilm clippings,
manuscript collections and pho-
tographs.
McCrea said she is familiariz-
ing herself with the archives at
the UM, and she is thrilled to be
working here and living in such
an incredible place.
“I love Montana, and this is
my dream job,” McCrea said.
Before coming to UM McCrea
worked as an archivist in
Colorado Springs, Colo., at the
Pike’s Peak Library. McCrea is
taking over for Jodi Allison-
Bunnell, who is now working on
a two-year grant project that will
make digital archives in the
Northwest available to UM stu-
dents in 2005 or 2006, said
Erling Oelz, a UM professor and
director of public services at the
Mansfield Library.
“I think she (McCrea) holds a
lot of promise for the archives,”
Oelz said. “She’s young, energetic
and is definitely very much com-
mitted to archives.”
For the fall, McCrea would
like to make students more
aware of the scholarships that
are available through the library
— one in particular is the $3,000
Susan Koch Library Research
Scholarship. 
“I don’t think people realize
the number of scholarships that
are out there,” McCrea said.  
All students interested in
applying for the scholarship can
see McCrea in her office on the
fourth floor of the library.
Another goal she has is meet-
ing with faculty to gain a better
understanding of the courses at
UM, which would allow her to
find ways to incorporate the
archives into helping both faculty
and students. An example,
McCrea said, would be students
who are in a Native American
studies classes using items from
the archives to help write papers.
“The whole point is to make
the archives available,” McCrea
said. “Whoever wants to see
them should have access.”
The entire Mansfield Library
is trying to reach all students on
campus, Oelz said. This summer
two new librarians will be hired,
he said. The positions are open-
ing due to faculty members retir-
ing and resigning.
The two librarians hired will
be part of a program called First
Year Experience, which will work
closely with freshman, interna-
tional students, nontraditional
students and Freshman Interest
Groups, Oelz said. The idea is to
immediately make students
familiar with the resources avail-
able at the library, he said, which
in turn improves their college
experience.
“(There will be) two young
librarians, with new fresh ideas,
working with a large number of
students to make a really large
impact,” Oelz said.
The multi-cultural coordina-
tor, a new position at the library,
will deal more with American
Indian students, international
students and departments like
women’s studies and groups like
the Multi-Cultural Alliance, he
said.
“It will be an opportunity to
have a librarian work more
closely with all the elements of
campus,” Oelz said.
New archivist promotes library scholarships, resources
Ramey Corn
Montana Kaimin
Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin
Teresa Hamann (left) shows Donna McCrea, a new archivist at the Mansfield
Library, part of the Fred William Voget collection on the fourth floor of the
library Monday.
A recent clue that police
thought to be a break in the
investigation of the murder of
UM graduate Jennifer Servo
hasn’t yielded any new leads. 
In January, Servo’s parents
alerted police after receiving
an overdue notice for four
books that had been checked
out on her account two months
after she was killed. Though
one of the books was returned
in March, detectives working
on the case said Monday that
no significant information has
come from that lead or any
others in the case. 
“It’s starting to slow down a
bit,” said Jeff Bail, the Abilene
police detective who is heading
the investigation. “We’re kind
of stumped right now, but
we’re still working on it.”
Servo, a 2002 graduate in
broadcast journalism, was
found dead in her Abilene
apartment on Sept. 18. An
autopsy report found that she
had suffered both strangula-
tion and head trauma. Police
believe Servo knew her killer,
and injuries on her body point
to sexual assault. 
Police are unsure if the
books, checked out on Nov. 6,
were put on Servo’s account
using her Griz Card or if they
were accidently placed on her
account through an error in
the check-out procedure. 
If the Mansfield Library
had some sort of video surveil-
lance system, or if a worker
remembered checking out the
books, the lead might have
played out better, Bail said. As
is, though, it appears to be a
dead end.
“We’ve run all the angles on
that thing and it just kind of
died,” he said. 
One of the books was
returned to the library on
March 6 via the usual book
drop, said Erling Oelz,
Mansfield Library’s Director of
Public Services, said. The
library alerted police, but no
useful information was found.
Bail said most of the results
of DNA testing from the case
have been given to police, but
they have revealed little help-
ful information. Some is being
sent back to the lab for contact
testing. He said 85 percent of
all people leave behind DNA,
including skin cells, that can
be found on any piece of evi-
dence they leave behind. Bail
said since there was a strug-
gle, there is a good chance
that contact testing could lead
to a larger break in the case.
The process is expensive, he
said, but needed.
“If it helps us out,” Bail
said, “then it’s well worth it.”
Besides the testing, the
Abilene police are working
with the Texas Rangers on cre-
ating a profile of who the
killer might be. They will use
specifics from the case along
with information from similar
cases to make a generalization
that could help pinpoint the
suspect.
“They’re trained in deter-
mining the psychosis of some-
one who would commit a crime
in that manner,” Bail said. 
Police will continue to inter-
view and re-interview those
who could be involved, and
they hope somebody with
information will pick up the
phone and call.
“We still hope somebody
else out there has some infor-
mation for us,” Bail said.
“Anybody’s assistance would
be appreciated.”
Servo was a former
reporter for both Montana
Public Radio and Missoula’s
KECI 13. She moved to
Abilene in July to begin work
as a full-time reporter for TV
station KRBC 9.
Call Westside Lanes for more information
721-5263 • 1615 Wyoming, Missoula
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Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:
1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
The call is free and so is the report.
Car Accident Victims
Do Laundry
and Study
Too!
Coupon Good for One (1) 20 oz Coke
•Open 24 Hours
•Study Tables for Students
•Cappucino Bar
1600 Russell (Mount & Russell)
Explore the possibilities…  www.umt.edu/career  
Fishing Skillfully  
Where the Fish Are 
Today, April 29th 
Job Search Workshop 
All workshops are in the Lommasson Center, 
Room 154 from 5-6:30 p.m. 
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Still no solid leads in Servo murder case
Jared Ritz
Montana Kaimin
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) -
The climbing season has begun
at Mount McKinley, and this
year rangers plan to keep it
clean.
The National Park Service
expects more than 1,100 peo-
ple to take on America’s high-
est mountain over the next two
months. Most climbers will
start their ascents from the
tent city that springs up every
spring on Kahiltna Glacier.
Base Camp emerged April
23 when the High Altitude
Rescue Team from Fort
Wainwright dropped off tents,
fuel and other supplies from
twin-rotor Chinook helicopters,
said Roger Robinson, chief
mountaineering ranger at the
Park Service’s Talkeetna
Ranger Station.
On Saturday, a crew of vol-
unteers and rangers from
Denali National Park and
Preserve set up the camp at
7,200 feet.
As of Sunday, 24 climbers
were on the 20,320-foot moun-
tain and a handful were
attempting nearby Mount
Foraker.
Ninety percent of McKinley
climbers take the same route,
the West Buttress.
The mountaineering
rangers cluster at another
camp at 14,000 feet. Twice the
size of Base Camp, it has four
tentlike shelters that are par-
ticularly strong and wind-
proof.
This year rangers will be
enforcing a new requirement,
“clean mountain cans,” or
CMCs. A little larger than a
one-gallon paint can, the
CMCs are like personal
latrines. Everyone who climbs
above 14,000 feet on the West
Buttress route must use one
and haul their personal waste
down the mountain when they
leave.
“The upper parts of Denali
are ice but not glacier,” and
consequently there are no cre-
vasses into which climbers can
deposit their waste, Robinson
told the Anchorage Daily
News. “Whatever gets left
remains there a long, long
time.”
The park may eventually
require CMC use at Base
Camp too, he said.
One of the most dangerous
parts of the climb, the traverse
of Denali Pass at 18,200 feet,
will be safer this year.
Rangers are installing snow
anchors every 100 feet or so,
which will give climbers a
place to attach their ropes.
A climber descending
Denali Pass slipped and fell to
his death last year. It was the
first climbing fatality on
Denali since 1998.
Personal latrines required
for Mount McKinley climbers
GOLD BEACH, Ore. (AP) -
An Air National Guard heli-
copter crew located an over-
due party of seven rafters safe
and sound Monday on the
Illinois River in southwestern
Oregon, where two people died
in a rafting accident in 1998.
The rafters told the helicop-
ter crew they had laid over
waiting for high water from
repeated heavy spring show-
ers to subside, said Curry
County sheriff ’s deputies.
The Illinois River is consid-
ered one of the most challeng-
ing whitewater rivers in the
country where it runs through
the Siskiyou National Forest.
Two rafters died in 1998 when
their rafts flipped in high
water.
The overdue rafters had
put in Tuesday at Miami Bar
near Selma for what was sup-
posed to be a three-day trip to
Oak Flat near Agness.
When they didn’t arrive at
their destination by the fourth
day, relatives contacted
authorities and a Coast Guard
helicopter flew over the river
canyon on Saturday. The crew
spotted a party of rafters
camped on the river, but they
were not the overdue ones.
Hometowns of the rafters
were not immediately avail-
able. They were identified by
Curry County deputies as
David Creech, Scott Bowman,
Greg Bennett, Neil Austin,
Rick Dimick, Dennis Hintz
and Aieda Parkinson.
Seven rafters
found safe
in Oregon
There was barely walking
space among the prizes in the
ASUM Transportation Office
Monday afternoon.
Boxes of Frisbees, bike hel-
mets and T-shirts were stacked
under desks and along walls.
Piles of small yellow raffle tickets
covered desktops. A brand new 7-
speed cruiser bike sat directly in
front of the door. 
The office was filled with the
prizes that will be given away on
the Mansfield Mall Friday to
those who walk, ride, car pool or
bus to school this week. 
The raffle, along with food
and music that will accompany
it, will be the culmination of
Walk N’ Roll week — a celebra-
tion of alternative transportation. 
Although the list of activities
is long for ASUM’s Walk N’ Roll
week, it is just the University of
Montana’s fragment of a much
larger event, Missoula’s 12th
Annual Bike Walk Bus Week.
This is ASUM’s fourth year of
involvement with Bike Walk Bus
Week, and ASUM Transportation
Director Nancy McKiddy said the
city-wide events help to draw
people out of their single-person
cars.
“It promotes transportation
options, raises awareness and
thanks people for good commut-
ing habits,” she said. 
McKiddy said that last year
12,000 raffle tickets were given
away to people on campus who
used alternative transportation
to get to school.
“We hope to give away even
more this year,” she said.  
Bike Walk Bus Week kicked
off Saturday, and the day was
crammed with the Missoula
Family YMCA Riverbank Run,
the East Pine Historic Homes
Walk About, a bike ride from
Beavertail Hill for Drumond
Frontage Frolic Hill, the grand
opening of the Northside
Greenway Bike Path and the 6th
Annual Festival of Cycles at
Bonner Park. 
These were just a few of the
myriad activities. And there are
more to come, such as historic
walking tours, movies on
Missoula Cable Access Television,
group bike rides and a bike auc-
tion.
Bike Walk Bus Week coordi-
nator Phil Smith said the num-
ber of activities and people
involved increases every year. 
“It’s reaching people’s minds,”
he said. “They’re trying different
ways of traveling, and some find
that they work.”
Smith said the expansive
events provide ample opportunity
for people to participate or try
something new.
“Our other nickname for the
week is ‘Try Another Way,’” said
Smith. “Alternative transporta-
tion is a better way, and this is
the week to try it.”
In addition to the public activ-
ities and events, there are even
more deals and incentives for
alternative transportation com-
muters.
Local coffee shops and eater-
ies like the Great Harvest Bread
Company and the Break
Espresso are giving away goodies
to those who walk, bus or bike
through the neighborhood. 
Rachel Annette, a manager at
Butterfly Herbs, said about 50
people received free coffee
Monday morning. 
“Everyone who came in either
rode or walked,” she said.
Annette said the week has
positive effects.
“It makes a big impact on the
people who ride and walk,” she
said. 
Mountain Line is offering free
bus rides to the public all week.
A Simple Practice: Good Health
Through Chiropractic is provid-
ing free spinal analyses on
Wednesday and Friday from
noon to 4 p.m., and the
Rattlesnake and Mount Jumbo
Family Resource Centers are
sponsoring a bike fix-it workshop
in Sgt. Gregory Park from 10
a.m. to noon on Saturday. 
About 20 local businesses like
St. Patrick Hospital and
Missoula Parks and Recreation
are holding commuter chal-
lenges, where employees compete
to see who can log the most miles
of alternative transportation.
The goal of the events, said
Missoula In Motion program
coordinator Nora Knell, is to get
people to start new habits.
“We want to entice people to
alternative transportation with
tangible things,” she said. “The
idea is to reward people who are
already using it, and sparking an
interest in those who aren’t.”
Smith said the benefits of
alternative transportation, which
include a cheaper lifestyle, health
improvements, cleaner air and
less money spent on roads,
stretch from the individual to the
community.
“It’s good for every person,” he
said.
According to the Missoula
City/County Health Department,
Missoula residents drive approxi-
mately 1.3 million miles each
day, and vehicle emissions con-
tribute 63.8 percent of the carbon
monoxide in Missoula’s air.
In the 12-year history of Bike
Walk Bus Week, participation
has increased from fewer than
1,000 people to about 13,000 peo-
ple.
The increase mirrors the rise
of the city’s alternative trans-
portation efforts.
Since 1991, the total mileage
of Missoula’s bike lanes has gone
from 0 to 20 miles of lanes and
routes. More than 500 bike racks
have been installed throughout
the city. Two more bicycle-pedes-
trian bridges have been built; the
California Street bridge and the
Northside Bridge. 
UM junior Jennifer Walker,
who drove to school Monday, said
convenience leads her to drive
almost every day. 
However, she said, Bike Walk
Bus Week could influence her to
change her ways. 
“It could get me more motivat-
ed to not drive,” she said.
“Motivation is the biggest prob-
lem.”
McKiddy said that this is a
perfect time for students to alter
their commuting habits.
“Driving is stressful,” she said.
“It’s a great time in your life to
learn better habits. And if you’re
going to get started, this is the
best week because you’ll win fun
prizes just for trying it out.” 
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College Rodeo:
$ 2.00/Students
$  5.00/Adults
$15.00/Family
Bulls ‘n’ Broncs:  
May 2, 7:30 pm:
$10.00/person
Under 7 FREE
Tickets Available at Cenex, Ole’s, Western Outfitters
Students Show Your ID @ The Door $2.00
Performances: May 1, 7:00 pm
May 2, 2:00 pm
May 3, 2:00 pm
May 4, 11:00 am
2002
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  M o n t a n a  
S p r i n g  C o l l e g e  R o d e o
&  B u l l s  ‘ n ’  B r o n c s
Western Montana Fairgrounds
Missoula, MT
Why Pay Rent
This Summer?
Instead of paying rent this summer for a place
you won’t use until fall, you can reserve a brand
new, luxury apartment at Crestview.  We’ll hold
a 1,2 or 3-bedroom unit for you, rent free.  In
addition to saving money, you’ll get amenities
including a heated pool and spa, exercise room,
covered parking, decks and balconies,
washer/dryer and dishwasher.
Crestview Apartments open in
July, but we’re leasing now. 
Call 721-8990 or 327-1212.
LH Management  327-1212
Bike Walk Bus Week rolls out with myriad fun-filled events
Katie Klingsporn
Montana Kaimin
Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin
As a reward for biking to school Monday afternoon, Tim Bohrer receives a raffle ticket handed out by a Walk N’ Roll
volunteer outside the UC. The raffle tickets are given to students, faculty and staff that walk, bike, bus or carpool to
school during the week-long celebration for alternative transportation. 
WEST GLACIER (AP) —
Glacier National Park officials
strongly doubt that the park
would benefit from contracting
some jobs to private companies,
but the Bush administration has
told the National Park Service
to consider privatizing some
2,000 jobs nationwide.
Glacier will begin a review of
50 targeted jobs in August.
Superintendent Mick Holm
said private workers are often
less knowledgeable about a park
and can’t offer as much help to
visitors.
“So many of our employees
are multitasking,” Holm said.
“There are things they do every
day, things not explicit in the job
description, but are implied just
by working for the Park Service.
“They make visitor contact,
provide local information, dis-
cuss a certain environmental
philosophy that goes along with
the Park Service mission.
Visitors look for that uniform
and rely on that uniform for
solid information.”
Steve Thompson, Glacier’s
program manager for the
National Park Conservation
Association, said the NPCA is
asking the White House to
exempt the Park Service from
its outsourcing push, just as the
Army Corps of Engineers has
been exempted from the nation-
al plan to identify as many as
850,000 federal jobs for out-
sourcing.
Former Glacier
Superintendent David Mihalic
insists that “the Park Service
has to be smart enough to write
job descriptions that accurately
reflect the duties.”
He said the problem is, once
you write a contract specific
enough, it is quite likely that no
private contractor can beat the
going rate of seasonal park
employees.
“Our seasonals are not what
you might call highly paid,”
Holm said. “They work here for
reasons other than the pay-
check.”
Park Service Director Fran
Mainella warned that it could
cost nearly $3 million just to
review which jobs might be con-
sidered for outsourcing.
Holm said Glacier will first
consider campground workers,
custodial employees and
mechanics who maintain park
vehicles. The review is sched-
uled to begin in August.
Gary Gregory, a former
resource management specialist
in Glacier, said privatization
will lead to a decline in public
service.
“The people who work for the
Park Service, in general, have a
sense that this is something
more than a job,” he said.
“They’re there because it’s a spe-
cial place and a special agency.
There are definitely jobs that
can be and perhaps should be
outsourced. But not the jobs
that have contact with the pub-
lic.
“And when it comes to the
scientific and technical jobs, I
think outsourcing would be a
real mistake.”
Park service may be forced to outsource
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Corps shooting for smooth handling of Missouri River
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) –
Drought has placed a sense of
urgency on the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers’ efforts to finalize a
master manual for management
of the Missouri River system, the
corps’ chief said Monday.
For an organization that
dates to 1779 and has played a
role in major projects in times of
war and peace, one of the corps’
greatest challenges has been
managing flows on the Missouri
River, Lt. Gen. Bob Flowers said.
“I tell everybody that if it’s
not controversial, we don’t touch
it,” Flowers said while visiting
the corps’ district office in
Omaha. “This is probably one of
the most controversial things
we’ve dealt with in our history.”
A Missouri River manual has
been in the works for 12 years
and, when finished, will address
regulation of river flows while
taking into account environmen-
tal and navigational interests.
Complications arise, Flowers
said, from trying to balance the
Endangered Species Act with
corps projects that are author-
ized in law.
The management of river
flows has caused a rift between
upstream and downstream
states.
Last week it was announced
releases from upstream reser-
voirs would be varied this sum-
mer to keep barge traffic moving
downstream. At the same time,
flows will be managed in a way
that does not interfere with the
nesting for piping plovers, a
shorebird on the federal threat-
ened species list.
Col. Kurt Ubbelohde, com-
mander of the corps’ Omaha dis-
trict, said it’s hoped a manual
will be operational next year
after consultations between the
corps and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
One of the corps’ major proj-
ects is the $1.3 billion Missouri
River mitigation program, which
will reconnect the river to its
natural flood plain over the next
25 to 30 years.
As it is, Ubbelohde said, the
mainstream and navigational
channel are adequate for accom-
plishing ongoing goals.
“While we can create the nav-
igation channel and operate
reservoirs to go up and down,”
Ubbelohde said, “they don’t often
have the proper habitat, and
that’s something the
Endangered Species Act has
brought to our attention. This
mitigation project will develop
the slow water, shallow water
and sandbar habitat that is good
for aquatic wildlife.”
Essentially, Flowers said, the
corps is undoing some of the
work it did decades ago when
concerns about the environment
were not as high of a priority.
“We’ve learned a lot of lessons
through the years,” Flowers said.
“When the nation was recover-
ing from the Depression and
wanted large public works proj-
ects done that would create
power for a region or provide
water supply, those were done.
“Now, we’re able to go back
with the science and technology
as it exists today and say there
are probably better ways.”
Flowers said drought-break-
ing rains would solve a lot of
problems on the Missouri.
“But if there is any benefit
from the low water that we’ve
been having, it’s focused a lot of
attention on getting this master
manual completed,” Flowers
said. “When there’s plenty of
water, there hasn’t been a lot of
incentive for people to come
together and solve the manual.”
Group founded to help people use marijuana as medicine
GRANTS PASS, Ore. (AP) —
“Brother Bob” Walker has organized a
clinic to spare others the frustrations
he says he endured in obtaining a
license to use marijuana to soothe his
back pain.
Soon after medical marijuana
became legal in Oregon, Walker start-
ed looking for a doctor who would help
him use cannabis to relieve pain from
a 1983 fall that broke his spine. None
of the local doctors would help him.
“I spent five months and $700 try-
ing to get a card,” he said. 
The hassle prompted him to found
a nonprofit to help others get state
licenses that allow people with certain
medical conditions to legally grow and
smoke marijuana.
Southern Oregon Medical
Marijuana Network hosts seminars on
cannabis and launched a Web site to
promote medicinal uses for the drug.
“I totally believe in what I do,” he
said, noting that he’s helped more
than 250 people obtain cannabis cards.
On Sunday, he rented a meeting
room at a motel and brought in Dr.
Phillip Leveque, the Molalla
osteopath who has approved nearly
1,700 of Oregon’s first 3,500 medical
marijuana cards.
Oregon’s experiment with medical
marijuana will mark its fourth birth-
day in May. As of last week, about
4,700 people held state cards allowing
them to grow cannabis plants and
keep small quantities of marijuana to
treat conditions such as cancer, glau-
coma and multiple sclerosis or to
relieve chronic pain, nausea or
seizures.
With a state population of about
3.5 million, that works out to one card
for every 680 people.
Southern Oregon has more than its
share of medical cannabis users. In
Josephine County, 407 marijuana
cards were valid in mid-April, said
Mary Leverette, director of the med-
ical marijuana program. That’s about
one for every 185 people of the coun-
ty’s 75,000 residents.
At Sunday’s clinic, men and women
came from as far as Bend, Brookings
and Klamath Falls to fill out their
paperwork and be examined by
Leveque.
Tony Honeycutt of Brookings said
he had used marijuana for years to
manage his pain before obtaining a
card last year. The 55-year-old
Vietnam veteran said he decided to
get a card because he wanted to stop
feeling like he was breaking the law.
“I don’t feel so guilty about what
I’m doing now,” said Honeycutt, who
uses cannabis to relieve stomach prob-
lems, an overactive bowel and a gas-
trointestinal reflux condition.
Others said they were tired of the
side effects of prescription pain killers
and over-the-counter drugs and want-
ed to try something different.
“I do Ibuprofens by the dozens,”
said a 42-year-old Klamath Falls con-
tractor who asked to be identified only
as Dan. “I have wires and screws all
over me,” from motorcycle accidents,
he said, “an artificial hip and arthritis
in every joint in my body.”
Dan said he uses marijuana mostly
to relax at the end of a day and get a
good night’s sleep.
Preferring to spend his time
climbing buildings instead of
the indoor climbing wall, a UM
senior tests his bouldering skills
on the west side of the
Journalism Building Monday
night. Security on campus
attempts to keep students like
him off buildings as much as
possible due to the risk
involved. According to this
“climbing culprit,” Main Hall
has the best climbs but also the
highest risk of getting caught.
Lisa Hornstein/
Montana Kaimin
Getting high on campus
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THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS TO YOUR BRAIN ON A
NEUROSCIENCE
SUMMER RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
A LIMITED NUMBER OF PAID UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER RESEARCH
FELLOWSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE WITHIN UM’s 
CENTER FOR STRUCTURAL and FUNCTIONAL NEUROSCIENCE
INFORMATION ON STIPENDS RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES AND
APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS CAN BE FOUND AT:
http://wwwumtedu/csfn/
Brain
size
within
skull
Combine traditional academics with
hands-on work at the Rattlesnake Valley Farm
• Earn 6 credits:
Introduction to Agroecology
FOR 395, sec. 80, CRN 50663, 2 cr., or
SOC 395, sec. 80, CRN 50662, 2 cr.
Meets Fridays, May 30-August 15,
8:00-10:00 am, followed by 2.5 hr field
trip each Friday
And Corequisite
Grow Food to assist Garden City
Harvest, a nonprofit agency dedicated to
providing high quality produce to low-income people
PEAS Summer Internship
FOR 398, CRN 50661, 4 cr.,
or SOC 398,  CRN 50660, 4cr.
May 19-August 28, Mon-Thurs,
8:00 am-12:00 pm, Rattlesnake Valley Farm,
PLUS arranged service activities
(students arrange 1-2 weeks of leave from the farm during
this time.)
Fee: $1,290 for 6 credits
Nonresidents pay the
SAME low
fees as residents.
For course information, contact Josh
Slotnick, (406) 550-3663. For registration
information, contact Clare Kelly,
CE Registrar, UM Continuing Education, The
University of Montana,Missoula, MT 59812;
Telephone (406) 243-4626
E-mail ckelly@selway.umt.edu
UM students may register for these courses through CyberBEAR
using the Course Request Numbers (CRN’s) listed. Students may
pay by check, Visa, Mastercard or DISCOVER. These credits
count toward student credit load for financial aid.
These credits do not count toward the tuition flat spot or UM
health service/insurance eligibility.  Registering for these cred-
its adds fees to schedule/bills. No fee waivers are granted.
P.E.A.S. covers the technical, environmental, and social issues
involved in small-scale agriculture - issues that affect every-
one who grows or eats food. Learn about these issues through
a combination of experience, instruction and reflection.
P.E.A.S. - SUMMER 2003
GROW ORGANIC FOR CREDIT!
STUDENT SUMMER WORK
• $10-12.50 Base Appt. •
• Positions in customer
service/sales
• Great resume experience
• All majors can apply
• No door to door or
telephone sales
• Scholarships and
internships possible
• Conditions apply
• No experience necessary,
training provided
• Fun work environment
www.collegesummerwork.com
MIssoula MT 406-543-7808
Ogden UT 801-394-0164
Logan UT 435-753-8300
Boise ID 208-331-2820
Spokane WA 509-892-1723
Provo UT 801-802-7130
Salt Lake City N. UT 801-483-2300
Salt Lake City S. UT 801-401-5525
Pocatello ID 208-232-5258
Twin Falls ID 208-733-6080
Billings MT 406-259-3868
Tri-Cities WA 509-582-7747
GLASSES AND CONTACTS
Eye Exam Included
INCLUDES:
1. PROFESSIONAL EYE EXAM
2. SOFT CONTACT LENSES
BAUSCH LOMB FW OR 04
3. LENSES - SINGLE VISION
PLASTIC
4. CONTACT LENS KIT
5. CASES FOR GLASSES
(METAL FRAME EXTRA)
5 FOR 1
$9999
AMERICAN EYECARE
Dr.  David Vainio, Optometrist
Some Restrictions Apply
Same DayService Available
Polson
883-4733
549-5550
1431 So. Higgins
Deer Lodge
846-2854
• Patients records of
the former UC Optical
are located here
• Most Insurances Accepted
Inc-Medicaid, Medicare
Benjamin Joffe-Walt told a
crowd of about 50 people
Monday night about Aya, an
Iraqi baby he recently met in
Iraq.
Aya had severe birth defects
and was struggling to survive
in a makeshift incubator made
from a wooden box covered with
plastic wrap, he said.
Aya was just one of the
many Iraqi civilians Joffe-Walt
was trying to save.
Joffe-Walt, a high school
teacher in Toronto, traveled to
Iraq during the recent war as
an organizer and participant of
Human Shields. Human
Shields is an international anti-
war group whose members
placed themselves in areas
around Iraq to deter military
action against civilians. These
areas included schools, hospi-
tals and water treatment
plants.
To begin his presentation in
Urey Lecture Hall, Joffe-Walt
recalled the words: “Liberated
and mad at us.” The quote,
which Joffe-Walt said he read
on AOL’s news Web site,
described the situation in Iraq
and the anti-American senti-
ments of many Iraqi citizens.
He said he hoped his presenta-
tion would offer some possible
answers as to why the Iraqi
people might be “mad at us”.  
What he found in Iraq might
provide the answer.
Joffe-Walt recalled taking a
taxi while in Iraq to where the
Tigris and Euphrates rivers
meet, a point known in Arabic
legend to be the “garden of
Eden.” 
Joffe-Walt described the air
as smelling of “putrid fish”
when he exited the taxi.  When
he tried to find out what the
smell was, he said, the local
people told him the foul odor
was a result of the massive
amount of sewage in the rivers. 
The U.S. military destroyed
70 percent of the water and
sewage treatment plants in
1991, Joffe-Walt said. Due to
U.N. sanctions against Iraq,
these water treatment plants
couldn’t be fixed and 600,000
tons of sewage subsequently
dumped into the two rivers
daily, he added.
Joffe-Walt said he’s con-
cerned that hundreds of thou-
sands of children have died of
dehydration. 
He added that the occur-
rence of birth defects and can-
cer have also risen dramatical-
ly in Iraq since 1991, which he
said may be a direct result of
depleted uranium contamina-
tion.
Depleted uranium is a
nuclear by-product of manufac-
turing nuclear weapons.  In the
mid-1980s the U.S. military
started using depleted uranium
to make anti-tank ammunition
that was first used in Iraq in
1991 and was used again in the
recent war in Iraq, Joffe-Walt
said.
Joffe-Walt said he recognizes
the danger in his decision to
act as a human shield in Iraq,
but upon returning to the
states he said his own country
could be hostile as well. His
return was less than welcom-
ing.
“The death threats have
dropped down to about one a
week now,” Joffe-Walt said.
“But when I returned they
were daily.”
Joffe-Walt said he traveled
to Iraq as an activist to make
human connections and to
express to Iraq’s citizens that
he didn’t support the actions of
the U.S. government or its mil-
itary.
“What I did was risky,”
Joffe-Walt said. “Activism is a
process of taking risks. Using
my body to make a statement
that will be listened to was a
risk.”  
Justin Bley
Montana Kaimin
Man lectures on risk of being ‘human shield’ in Iraq
BOZEMAN (AP) — The
Rocky Mountain Elk
Foundation’s recent support for
removing federal protections for
gray wolves has raised concern
among some group members and
others who say it signals a major
shift in the foundation’s philoso-
phy of remaining nonpolitical.
In a letter mailed to President
Bush the day after the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service announced
wolves are recovered in the
lower 48 states, foundation offi-
cials urged the president to
remove wolves from the endan-
gered species list and turn their
management over to the states
as quickly as possible.
Some members say the letter
shows that recent moves to run
the Missoula-based nonprofit
like a private company have
come at the cost of its fundamen-
tal mission. Throughout its 19-
year existence, the foundation
has stuck to scientifically defen-
sible positions and not appealed
to politicians, members say.
But the letter to Bush con-
tained some value-laden lan-
guage, calling wolves “ubiqui-
tous,” saying continued protec-
tion of wolves “mocks” the
Endangered Species Act and con-
tending that wolves “threaten
social, economic and resource
impacts.”
Foundation Board Chairman
Thomas Baker, who signed the
letter along with interim CEO
Jon Fossel, acknowledges there
may have been a “poor job of
selection of those words.”
Yet Baker said the intent was
simply to reiterate the founda-
tion’s longstanding position that
wolves should be managed by
states as soon as possible.
“The people in Montana know
best how to manage Montana
wildlife,” he said. “The federal
government doesn’t dictate how
the states manage every other
species, nor should they dictate
wolves.”
Fossel defended the political
tone of the letter, saying the
foundation would get political
anytime an issue involves the
foundation’s mission.
“If somebody in Washington
decided to do away with the tax
deductibility of conservation
easements, we’d fight that
aggressively because it would
dramatically affect what we do,”
Fossel said.
Dave Stalling, group member
and former staffer, said the wolf
letter signals a major shift in
foundation philosophy that has
been brewing for several years.
Stalling, who now works for
Trout Unlimited, said the foun-
dation is now willing to please a
few vocal members, even if it
means reiterating false informa-
tion about wolves.
“The meaning to President
Bush is clear: There’s too many
wolves, they’re having negative
impacts on elk, and please use
your power and influence to get
wolves off the Endangered
Species List now,” Stalling said.
Some state biologists who are
anxious to manage wolves and
glad the foundation supports
that, said they, too, thought
parts of the letter were a red
flag.
“They obviously made a
change and made some state-
ments there that supported spe-
cial-interest groups, but they
didn’t go totally over the edge,”
said Tom Lemke, FWP’s
Paradise Valley biologist. “It cer-
tainly gave us insight into the
pressure they’re under from
some of their constituents.”
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CAMP COUNSELORS
Summer in  New England!
H a v e  f u n .  M a k e  a  d i f f e r e n c e.
CAMP GREYLOCK & ROMACA
SEEK CARING, ENERGETIC 
COUNSELORS AND COACHES.
Co-ed staffs, competitive salaries,
room & board. Internships are avail-
able. Located in the Berkshire
Mountains of Massachusetts, 2.5
hours from Boston & NYC.
Archery, Baseball, Basketball, Climbing Wall,
Creative Arts, Drama, Football, Golf,
Gymnastics, Hiking, Inline-Hockey, Lacrosse,
Mountain Biking, Sailing, Soccer, Softball,
Swimming, Tennis, Volleyball, Waterskiing, plus
nursing and administrative positions.
Beautiful waterfront campus
Outstanding group of people
Very rewarding summer
Camp Greylock for Boys
800-842-5214
www.campgreylock.com
Camp Romaca for Girls
888-2-romaca
www.campromaca.com
What are you doing this summer?
721-7610
Sun-Thur  11 am - 1 am
Fri-Sat  11 am - 2 am
$7.99
ONE MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING PIZZA AND
A CAN OF SODA
*DELIVERY TO THE DORMS ONLY*
FREE PIZZA
Every Tuesday buy a
large pizza and get
the second for free.
1204 W. Kent
542-2206
123 E. Main
Downtown
327-9400
Become a
Club Card Member
NOW!!!
Now Accepted
Buy 11 Clubfoot Sandwiches 
and get the 12th one FREE 
PLUS You will automatically be
registered for Our Free Party 
for 20 that will be given away 
May 10th.
Wolf letter stirs up foundation insiders and outsiders
MISSOULA (AP) — Thirty
parents of female athletes
who may have been video-
taped in the locker rooms at
Powell County High School
want the state Supreme
Court to block a District
Court order to eventually
destroy the videotapes.
The parents, represented
by Missoula attorneys Alan
Blakley and Mark E. Jones,
asked the court Monday to
take jurisdiction and prevent
the trial court and Powell
County officials from
destroying evidence perti-
nent to pending civil cases.
“I want them destroyed,
too, but not until I know the
whole story,” said Tami
Steiger, whose daughter
plays volleyball for Troy
High School.
Steiger suspects the tapes
may contain more evidence
than what prosecutors and
law enforcement brought out
at a December court hearing
when three former Powell
County High School seniors
pleaded guilty to burglary.
Ben Frankforter, Matt
Thomas and Eddy Newman
admitted to secretly filming
and viewing girls in various
states of undress over a two-
year period during volleyball
games and tournaments,
using cameras set up behind
mirrors inside walls and
lockers.
District Judge Ted Mizner
imposed a two-year deferred
sentence and ordered the
three teens to serve 30 days
in jail and complete 250
hours of community service.
On April 9, Mizner issued
an order calling for the ulti-
mate destruction of the
videotapes, after a female
representative from the local
high schools involved viewed
the tapes to identify players,
their state of undress and
body parts visible.
The court, Powell County
attorney’s office and sheriff
will receive a written list of
the victims and related
details. The list must be filed
with the court clerk on or
before Aug. 1 and shall
remain sealed unless other-
wise ordered by the court,
Mizner wrote.
Mizner noted he would
consider “reasonable requests
concerning these tapes” from
other courts where civil liti-
gation is pending.
But unless good cause is
shown, he intends to direct
the sheriff to destroy the
tapes and a yet-to-be-pro-
duced list of victims’ names
and related details on or
before May 1, 2004.
Blakley told the Supreme
Court there are no known
cases anywhere in the
United States in which a
judge has ordered evidence
against defendants in a civil
matter destroyed over the
objection of a plaintiff while
litigation is pending.
Steiger and more than two
dozen other parents are
plaintiffs in a civil lawsuit in
District Court against
Frankforter, Thomas and
Newman and in a civil law-
suit in federal court against
the high school’s principal,
athletic director and year-
book adviser.
They question if more stu-
dents and adults knew about
the secret videotaping but
chose not to report it. They
have criticized the county’s
investigation of the case and
are concerned that more
videotapes may still be out in
the community.
In court documents, the
parents note that law
enforcement never acquired a
search warrant for the homes
of the three teens and
instead an officer waited in
Matt Thomas’ living room
while the boy collected the
videotapes from his bedroom.
Powell County Sheriff
Scott Howard said he didn’t
feel like he needed a search
warrant because the boys
were cooperating.
Prosecutors and law
enforcement have stated the
boys filmed girls from six
high schools, but at least one
of the three defendants
recalled during a deposition
earlier this month that he
videotaped girls from at least
two more schools, Dillon and
Anaconda.
“If (the videos) don’t con-
tain these people, then we
are going to know there were
videos out there that were
never collected,” Blakley
said.
The six other high schools
are Powell County High
School, Philipsburg, Troy,
Thompson Falls, Florence
and Drummond.
Blakley expects the
Supreme Court will consider
the matter in May.
Paul Sereno became a participant in 1987. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc., and Teachers Personal 
Investors Services, Inc., distribute securities products. © 2002 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College
Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), New York, NY. For more complete information on TIAA-CREF Mutual Funds, please
call (800) 223-1200 for a prospectus. Read it carefully before you invest. A charitable donation was made to Project
Exploration (www.projectexploration.org) on behalf of Paul Sereno.
RETIREMENT  |  INSURANCE  |  MUTUAL FUNDS  |  COLLEGE SAVINGS  |  TRUSTS  |  INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Paleontologist Paul Sereno has encountered some
of the weirdest creatures that ever walked the earth. Yet some of the scariest 
things he’s discovered aren’t likely to become extinct anytime soon. Sad to say, 
mutual fund management fees will probably outlast us all. That’s why Dr. Sereno
was afraid of getting eaten alive. So he turned 
to a company famous for keeping the costs down. That meant more money for 
him and less for the monsters.
Log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776
Qualifications:
3 years of work experience
that demonstrates strong
analytical, planning,
organizational and communi-
cations skills or a bachelor’s
degree (any major) from
an accredited university
or a combination of
experience and college
coursework.
Qualified applicants must:
• Be a U.S. Citizen
• Have a valid state
driver’s license
• Pass a written entry exam
• Pass a medical and
drug test
• Pass a background
investigation
• Successfully complete a
16-week training course
conducted at the Federal
Law Enforcement Training
Center in Glynco, Georgia
• Inspectors are also required
to qualify with a firearm
Apply online at
www.immigration.gov/jobs
Or call 1-877-875-4879 to apply, or 
1-877-375-3166 for more information.
Starting salary: $25,697 – $31,830
plus Federal benefits!
Life in the uniform of an Immigration
Inspector is challenging and
varied. You’ll be the first official
that travelers meet when
entering the United States.
Screen visitors from all parts
of the world, determine their
legal status and keep our
country safe by preventing
people from crossing our
borders illegally.
The Department of Homeland Security is
an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Federal Jobs at the Northern Borders
of Montana, North Dakota & Minnesota
★Applications accepted now through May 27, 2003
For Your Nation. Your State. Your Career.
U.S. Immigration Inspectors
Now Hiring!
Department of 
Homeland Security
Kaplan MCAT
Prep On-Campus!
*
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Prepare for the April 2003 test 
without the need to travel!
Kaplan has created a convenient self-study MCAT course 
on campus.  You get everything that Kaplan has to offer:
• Lesson books     • Flashcards
• Lesson videos     • Online workshops 
• Over 2000 MCAT style questions - 
With full explanations, and more!  
Start your MCAT prep early, call 
1-800-KAP-TEST and register today!
*
Parents of athletes want court to block destruction of videotapes
Three issues of the Kaimin are left.  Be good this summer, 
and don’t forget the Kaimin. ‘Cause we won’t forget you. (Group Hug.)
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Registrations are being
accepted in the following
courses!  Register today!
Course No. Title Dates Credits Fee
COMM 395 Mediation Practical Skills 5/27-6/27 2 U $230
COMM 514 Alternative Dispute Resolution 5/30-6/8 3 G $345
COMM 572 Family Law Mediation 6/14-22 2 G $230
Communication Studies
Computer Science
CS 435 Web Programming 5/27-6/27 3 U $345
Curriculum & Instruction
C&I 455 Storytelling in Classroom 6/16-20 2 UG $230
Educational Leadership
EDLD 595 Writing Grants for Schools 8/4-8 2 G $295
Foreign Languages & Literatures
FLLG 195 Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Fall Semester 4 U $460
FLLG 495 Hysterics, Whores, Madwomen
& Men in American Film Noir 6/16-27 2 UG $230
German
GERM 494/595 German Immersion Workshop 8/10-16 2-3 UG
Health & Human Performance
HHP 455 Successful Coaching in Jr./Sr. High 6/20-21 1 UG $185
HHP 455 Successful Coaching in Jr./Sr. High 7/11-12 1 UG $185
HHP 455 Backpacking for Fun and Health 7/23-27 1 U $185
Law
LAW 614 Alternative Dispute Resolution 5/30-6/8 3 G $708
LAW 641 Negotiation 6/2-7/2 2 G $472
LAW 672 Family Law Mediation 6/14-22 2 G $474
LAW 689 Electronic Legal Research 7/21-25 1 G $306
Liberal Studies
LS 495 Hysterics, Whores, Madwomen
& Men in American Film Noir 6/16-27 2 UG $230
Master of Business Administration
MBA 645 Negotiation 6/2-7/2 2 G $230
Military Science
MS 195 Intro. Aviation and Ground School Fall Semester 3 G TBD
Philosophy
PHIL 395 Can Morality Have a Foundation? 5/27-6/27 3 U $345
PHIL 395 God’s Salvation: Justice, Mercy or
Favoritism 6/30-8/1 3 U $345
Religious Studies
RELS 195 Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Fall Semester 4 U $460
Women’s Studies
WS 495 Hysterics, Whores, Madwomen
& Men in American Film Noir 6/16-27 2 UG $230
Students may register in person at Continuing Education or
call 243-4626 to register by telephone.  Financial aid may
apply. For more information and additional course listings,
see pages 102-125 of the UM Summer 2003 catalog or
visit us at: www.umt.edu/summer/spectrum.htm
Free & Meals Provided
Redefining Modern Man:
For more information or to reserve a spot contact Tri Pham at:
243.5776 or email: ucmulticultural@mso.umt.edu or Mike Birnbaum at
370.6789 or mbirnbaum@mcps.k12.mt.us.
May 2 & 3, 2003 (Fri. afternoon/evening & Saturday full day) Savenac Forest
Service Cabins, Superior, MT (carpooling available)
A free event for men in Missoula who:
· Want to take a stand against violence against
women
· Want to challenge traditional male roles
· Are interested in creating healthy relationships
with men and women
 A Men’s Retreat
WORKSHOPS FOR MEN & WOMEN:
Understanding Men - a workshop for women
The short answer is: Socialization, peer pressure, rewards for violence and consequences for not
conforming to the conservative (and often limiting) ideal of masculinity.
The long answer is: In this 2 hour, women only workshop.
Free - May 1, 2003 University Center 332 7 pm - 9 pm   For more information, contact  Amie Thurber at
541-6891or amiethurber@hotmail.com or Shantelle Gaynor at 243-6429 or sgaynor@mso.umt.edu.
Ever question why men can be such marvelous human beings one moment
and so confusing, frustrating, detached, even dangerous the next?
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WORKSHOPS FOR MEN & WOMEN:
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Delegates from inside and out-
side Iraq agreed Monday to hold
a nation-building meeting next
month and fashion a temporary,
post-Saddam Hussein govern-
ment that the United States pre-
dicted could be in place within
days after that.
Iraq’s new American adminis-
trators, charting the future of
the land they invaded, secured
the pledge to meet again in May
from a multiethnic assortment of
delegates. It represents the first
specific timetable for trying to
assemble the foundations of
democracy in postwar Iraq and a
more secure tomorrow.
“I think we have enough ... to
come up with a road map,” said
U.S. envoy Zalmay Khalilzad,
adding that an administration
could be in place within weeks.
Monday’s daylong conference
coincided with a date that had
been a national holiday: It was
Saddam Hussein’s 66th birthday.
“Today, on the birthday of
Saddam Hussein, let us start the
democratic process for the chil-
dren of Iraq,” the U.S. civil
administrator for Iraq, retired
Lt. Gen. Jay Garner, told dele-
gates.
The conference brought
together Shiite and Sunni
Muslim clerics in robes, Kurds
from the north, tribal chiefs in
Arab headdresses and
Westernized exiles in expensive
suits. Still, some said Shiites,
who make up 60 percent of Iraq’s
population, were underrepre-
sented, and delegates generally
agreed on a need for wider repre-
sentation in the future.
“This is the start of democra-
cy,” delegate Hatem Mokhless
said. “Discussions were serious
and deep. It is a long and diffi-
cult road but we shall cross it.”
Washington invited U.N.
Secretary General Kofi Annan to
send an observer, but he
declined. He did so because the
role of the United Nations in
post-war Iraq hasn’t been
defined, said Mexico’s U.N.
Ambassador Alfonso Aguilar
Zinser, the current Security
Council president.
The United States wants the
U.N. role in Iraq limited to pro-
viding experts to help recon-
struction and to endorse the
U.S.-organized administration.
Many council members, however,
want the world body to play an
active part in putting the new
government together.
“We hope we can form a uni-
fied government, one that
reflects the entire spectrum of
Iraq,” said Ahmad Jaber al-
Awadi, a representative of the
newly formed Iraqi Independent
Democrats Movement.
Under Saddam, the all-pow-
erful Baath Party barred dissent
and effectively banned compet-
ing parties. Monday’s meeting,
like one in the ancient city of Ur
earlier this month, pulled aside
that monolithic facade to reveal
a fractious land roiling with
political agendas.
Partly because of that, many
delegates discussed the possibili-
ty of a presidential council
rather than a single leader for
Iraq, according to one prominent
former exile, Saad al-Bazzaz.
“I’m not expecting one person
as president,” he said, predicting
a council of three to six mem-
bers. “We have been discussing
this — many of us.”
Khalilzad said the govern-
ment could include a chief exec-
utive under a broad-based lead-
ership council representing a
variety of ethnic, religious and
other groups. Or, he said, it
could be a single executive.
Though the agenda was
ostensibly politics, many
focused on the immediate need
for security in a land where the
overthrowing of Saddam’s
regime three weeks ago touched
off a rampage of looting and
arson.
In a 10-part resolution, dele-
gates urged the U.S. to act more
quickly to rein in the gun-toting
thugs preying on the postwar
population. Another resolution
politely thanked the U.S.-led
coalition for its overall efforts in
Iraq.
The platform appeared to be
adopted by consensus at the end
of a boisterous final evening
session. Only about a quarter of
those present bothered to raise
their hands in approval. The
rest slung jackets over their
shoulders to go or shouted out
other demands,  such as asking
the American forces to disarm
the Iraqi citizenry.
In a sign of new cooperation,
the Supreme Council of the
Islamic Revolution in Iraq, an
Iran-based group of Shiite
Muslim exiles, sent a low-level
delegation. The council had boy-
cotted the first meeting on April
15, and high-ranking members
refused to attend Monday’s con-
ference in protest of its U.S.
sponsorship, said Hamid al-
Bayati, a London spokesman for
the group.
Emerging from the meeting,
delegates generally agreed
many key people from Iraqi
society were missing.
“Many groups were not rep-
resented today, such as some of
the Islamists,” said Saied
Moustafa al-Qazwini, a Shiite
cleric and member of the
League for Iraqi Religious
Meeting planned to institute interim Iraqi government
Subject Crse Cr Course Title Days Times
ANTH 101H 3 Introduction to Anthropology MTWRF 1:00-4:00p
ANTH 387 3 Food and Culture MTWRF 9:00a-12:00p
COMM 111A 3 Introduction to Public Speaking MTWRF 9:00a-12:00p
C&I 200 1 Exploring Teaching Thru Field Experience MTWRF 8:30a-3:30p
C&I 200 1 Exploring Teaching Thru Field Experience MTWRF 7:45a-4:00pm
C&I 200 1 Exploring Teaching Thru Field Experience ARRANGE
C&I 301 1 Field Experience /Mid-level ARRANGE
C&I 302 1 Field Experience /Secondary ARRANGE
C&I 306 3 Instructional Media & Computer Apps MTWRF 9:00a-12:00p
C&I 469 1-10 Student Teaching: Special Education ARRANGE
C&I 469 1-10 Student Teaching: Special Education ARRANGE
C&I 481 1-12 Student Teaching: Elementary ARRANGE
C&I 481 1-12 Student Teaching: Elementary ARRANGE
C&I 481 1-12 Student Teaching: Elementary ARRANGE
C&I 482 1-12 Student Teaching: Secondary ARRANGE
C&I 482 1-12 Student Teaching: Secondary ARRANGE
C&I 482 1-12 Student Teaching: Secondary ARRANGE
C&I 495 3 Adolescent Culture and Social Deviance MTWRF 6:00-9:00p
ECON 111S 3 Introduction to Microeconomics MTWRF 9:00a-12:00p
DAN 435 3-6 The Arts and Culture of Bali, Study Abroad 3 weeks abroad
ENLT 120L 3 Intro to Critical Interpretation MTWRF 9:00a-12:00p
ENLT 121L 3 Introduction to Poetry MTWRF 1:00-4:00p
ENCR 210A 3 Introduction to Creative Writing: Fiction MTWRF 1:00-4:00p
ENCR 211A 3 Introduction to Creative Writing: Poetry MTWRF 9:00a-12:00p
ENLT 325 3 City as Text: London/Honors ARRANGE
ENLT 333L 3 Modern Poetry MTWRF 9:00a-12:00p
FLLG 231H 3 Germanic Mythology & Culture MTWRF 6:00-9:00p
GEOL 100N 2 General Geology MTWRF 9:00-11:00a
GEOL 101N 1 General Geology Laboratory MTWRF 1:00-3:00p
GERM 362H 3 Germanic Mythol & Culture MTWRF 6:00-9:00p
HHP 175 1 Alpine Skiing I, II, III RF 12:10-4:00p
HHP 175 1 Snowboarding RF 12:40-4:00p
HHP 175 1 Ski & Snowboarding Instruc R 2:10-6:00p
HHP 176 1 Alpine Skiing I, II, III MWF 12:40-4:30p
HHP 176 1 Snowboarding MWF 12:40-4:30p
HHP 176 1 Telemarking MWF 12:40-4:30p
HHP 176 1 Telemarking MWF 12:40-4:30p
LAW 668 1 Closing the Sale MTWRF 1:00-4:00p
LS 221H 3 Germanic Myth & Culture MTWRF 6:00-9:00p
LS 356 3 City as Text: London/Honors ARRANGE
PSC 300 1 Writing in Political Science ARRANGE
PSC 400 1 Adv. Writing in Political Sci ARRANGE 
PSC 495 3 The Public Policy Cycle MTWRF 9:00a-12:00p
PSYC 220 3 Psycholgical Statistics MTWRF 9:00a-12:00p
PSYC 270 3 Fund. Biological Psychology MTWRF 9:00a-12:00p
PSYC 330S 3 Abnormal Psychology MTWRF 1:00-4:00p
PSYC 335S 3 Fund. Clinical Psychology MTWRF 1:00-4:00p
PSYC 351S 3 Psychology of Personality MTWRF 9:00a-12:00p
RECM 495 3 Winter Wilderness Field Std MTWRF 8:00a-5:00p; 7:00-9:00pm
Course meets January 5-16
SPAN 395 3 Intermediate Oral Practice ARRANGE
IND 114T 3 Machine Tools MTWRF 1:00-4:00p
IND 182T 3 Blueprint Reading MTWRF 9:00a-12:00p
Visit www.umt.edu/wintersession for more information.
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montanasummer.com
The University of Montana invites you to
experience the diversity of UM's
 dynamic Summer Semester 2003. Visit
montanasummer.com to access the
 Summer Semester 2003  Schedule.
Plan your summer educational adventure today!
With two five-week sessions and a variety of
short courses offered from May 28-August 23,
you have added flexibility to plan a varied and
multidisciplinary schedule. Select your courses
and register today through Cyberbear
(www.umt.edu/cyberbear)
Request  your FREE Summer Semester 2003
catalog by completing the e-request format
montanasummer.com or call 406-243-6014.
Attend Summer Semester at
The University of Montana
for an exciting, challenging and
enjoyable academic experience.
First 5-week Session: May 27-June 27
Second 5-week Session:June 30-August 1
Full 10-week Session: May 27-August 1
Special Sessions: May 27-August 22
UMOnline is The University of Montana’s
online teaching and learning environment.
Add scheduling flexibility to your academic life. Take advantage of
anytime, anywhere education through The University of Montana.
Additional classes will be added to the Summer and Fall semesters.
Visit umonline.umt.edu for up-to-date course listings. Questions? Call
(406) 243-4626.
Online students pay the same low fees; there are no out-of-state tuition
charges. Students register or add online classes via Cyberbear; fees
appear on schedule/bills. Financial Aid may be available. No fee
waivers are granted and credits do not count toward tuition flat spot or
UM health service/insurance eligibility.  Students should check
Cyberbear > Personal Information for official UM e-mail address.
Summer 2003 UMOnline Courses x
CRN Subj Crs Cr Title Instructor Fee
51203 BUS 101T 3 U Principles of Business Robinson $495
51178 COMM 111A 3 U Intro Public Speaking Benson- $495
Rosston
51182 COMM 398 1-6U Coop Education Internship Ganesh $165/cr
51230 CS 111 3 U Computer Literacy McWilliams $495
51228 CS 171 3 U Comm via Computers Holmes $495
51175 C&I 570 3 G Instr Tech Foundation Brewer $555
51172 C&I 582 3 G Ed Tech Trends & Issues Erickson $555
50669 EVST 101N 3 U Environmental Science Watson $495
51186 JOUR 495E 3 U Mass Media Ethics Lester $490
51184 LS 495E 3 U Mass Media Ethics Lester $490
50607 MGMT 540 3 G Mgmt and Legal System Furniss $825
51185 MAR 495E 3 U Mass Media Ethics Lester $490
50687 PHIL 595 1 G Research Ethics Elliott $240
51148 PSC 595 3 G Performance Measurement Tompkins $696
Fall 2003 UMOnline Courses x
CRN Subj Crs Cr Title Instructor Fee
73600 ACC 234T 4 U Accounting III Swallow $660
72593 ACCT 509 3 G Financial Report & Control Reider $825
74137 BUS 103S 3 U Principles of Business Robinson $495
74040 COMM 110S 3 U Intro Interpersonal Comm Benson- $495
Rosston
73317 COMM 111A 3 U Intro Public Speaking Benson- $495
Rosston
74145 COMM 295 3 U Comm in Workplace Benson- $495
Rosston
74041 COMM 395 3 U Public Relations Writing Yoshimura $495
74043 COMM 412 3 UGInterpersonal Conflict Yoshimura $495
74098 CS 111 3 U Computer Literacy Staff $495
74099 CS 171 3 U Comm via Computers Staff $495
74100 CS 172 3 U Computer Modeling Staff $495
74101 CS 181 3 U Electronic Publish WWW Staff $495
72623 C&I 480 3 UGCollection Development Lott $495
74028 C&I 510 3 G Adv Educational Psych Krank $555
74103 GEOL 595 3 G Subsurf Cont Bioremed Strobel $720
72591 MKTG 560 3 G Marketing & Statistics Costa $825
74034 PHAR 550 3 G Drug Literature Eval Bartels TBD
74036 PHAR 553 4 G Therapeutics III Rivey TBD
74035 PHAR 571 1 G Case Studies II Rivey TBD
73598 PHIL 595 1 G Research Ethics Elliott $240
74037 PSC 522 3 G Human Resource Mgmt Tompkins $696
73978 SUR 201T 4 U Surgical Procedures I Miller $495
73979 SUR 204T 3 U Ethic Dimen Health Prof Miller $495
For more information, visit:
http://umonline.umt.edu
Continuing Education
The University of Montana
Missoula, MT 509812
(406) 243-4626
Continuing Education’s Department of Educational Outreach at The University of
Montana offers academic credit courses and programs in diverse disciplines for
recertification, professional development and personal enrichment. Through our
partnerships with on- and off-campus entities, we provide educational access to
any one, any time, and any where.
For more information, please visit our website:
montana-education.com
Wintersession 2004
January 5-23
www.umt.edu/wintersession
The University of Montana’s Wintersession 2004 is the winter place to study. Earn UM semester credits to apply towards your degree, 
sharpen your skills through professional development opportunities or pursue educational recreation. UM’s January Wintersession provides
students opportunities to:
• Earn credits towards graduation
• Complete general education or core requirements
• Gain or Update Skills
• Enjoy winter recreation and earn credits
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It was just after 7 p.m.Friday when the floorof the Adams Centerbegan to flutter.
Eagle feathers pinned to the heads
and chests of 200 American Indian
dancers whipped and waved as the
dancers bobbed to the rhythm of
drums.
The dancers were participating in
the Grand Entry of the 35th Annual
Kyi-Yo Powwow, an event that spanned
the entire weekend.
The powwow is the Kyi-Yo Native
American Student Association’s largest
event of the year.
“It’s the biggest event on campus
too,” said Jennifer Sutherland, presi-
dent of the organization. Dancers came
from across the Northwest to compete.
During the Grand Entry, partici-
pants each danced into the arena in full
regalia of buckskin, beads, braids, fir
and feathers. 
After about 15 minutes of dancing,
the drumming stopped. The floor flut-
tered once again as the dancers cooled
their faces with fans of eagle feathers.
Members of the Flathead Veteran
Warriors Society raised American and
Canadian flags, as well as flags repre-
senting American Indian nations. 
“Let us remember all our native peo-
ple serving with the troops this
evening,” said emcee Thomas Morning
Owl, who traveled to the event from
Pendleton, Ore. “Let us remember one
of our own fallen, the late, great Lori
Piestewa.”
Pfc. Piestewa was the first American
servicewoman killed in the Iraq war
and the first American Indian woman
to be killed in combat while serving in
the U.S. military.
After singing a victory song to honor
Piestewa and other veterans in atten-
dance, the dance competition began.
Groups of dancers were ushered in
and out of the arena based on age, sex
and style of dance. They competed for
prizes amounting to hundreds of dol-
lars.
Dion Killsback, a third-year law stu-
dent at the University of Montana,
waited in the bleachers for the adult
grass dance competition. The smooth
steps of the grass dance mimic the
movement of grass on a prairie, he
said.
“It emulates the way grass would
sway in the wind,” he said.
His outfit was designed by his family
and friends with the theme in mind. It
includes long strands of white yarn
that formed a ‘V’ in the front of his red
shirt. His breechcloth also was adorned
with strands of yarn.
Killsback learned the grass dance
while growing up in Busby. He plans to
return to the Northern Cheyenne
Reservation with his family after he
graduates to work in law and natural
resources.
Killsback, who is president of the
Native American Law Student
Association, finds dancing to be an
escape from his busy schedule.
“It feels like you’re almost floating.
You don’t weigh anything. All you hear
is drums,” he said. “It feels really good.
There’s no worries.”
After performing, dancers camped
out beside the arena in folding chairs to
watch events progress. Some browsed
through vendors on the second floor.
Dan Blackston, of Orient, Wash.,
manned a booth of handcrafted leather
goods. The 63-year-old makes a living
following the powwow circuit. He fash-
ions leather belts of different sizes and
colors for the dancers.
“Girls who dance the fancy shawl
dance, they like the rhinestone studded
ones,” he said, motioning to the display
behind him. “Whereas the men would-
n’t touch something like that.”
The belts sell for $35 to $75. 
Blackston has practiced leather
craft for 30 years but didn’t start fol-
lowing the powwows until four years
ago.
“Now that’s most exclusively my
market,” he said. “A lot of dancers fol-
low my path, so I see friends through-
out the year.”
In addition to contest dancing, the
weekend’s events included a hand
drum contest and selection of Kyi-Yo
royalty, which will represent the club
at powwows throughout the summer.
On Saturday afternoon a group of
about 35 remembered a former UM
faculty member in the ninth annual
Bonnie Heavy Runner Tepee Race.
Heavy Runner, a member of the
Blackfeet tribe in Browning, is credited
with launching the state’s first Native
American studies major at UM. 
“She was really active in a lot of
things on campus and involved on the
state level as well,” said her sister, Iris
Heavy Runner, one of many family
members who attended the event. “She
comes from a family of 13 kids.”
A team from the Heavy Runners’
hometown of Browning won the event.
Robert Madplume and his two sons,
UM students Virgil and Victor, erected
a tepee in 4 minutes and 44 seconds.
“That’s a new record,” said a race
official, as Madplume stood proudly
beside his sons.
“I coach my boys on what to do,” he
said.
During this weekend’s Kyi-Yo events, more than 200 American Indian dancers mixed their eagle feathers with drum beats in the Adams Center. The competition divid-
ed the groups by gender, age and style of dance.
Rhythm, drums and culture
The 35th Annual Kyi-Yo Powwow draws hundreds of American Indians from across the Northwest
Members of the drum band “Bear Creek,” from Ontario,
strain their voices during high-pitched songs as tentative ears
and copious tape recorders surround them.
The Kyi-Yo Native American Indian Student Association strives
to help the traditions and beliefs of American Indian tribes of the
Northwest and parts of Canada thrive amid popular culture.
In preparation for the Grand Entry ceremonies, Anitra Whitford
helps out Jessica Cooper by wrapping her hair in stands of cloth.
Story by: Katherine Sather Photos by: Adam Bystrom
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On a day when many people
expected the quarterbacks to
carry the offense, it was the
wind that carried the game
away.
The offense could not get on
track in the final spring football
scrimmage held in Polson at the
Pirate Sports Complex on April
26. 
Montana’s quarterbacks had
to battle winds and a tenacious
young group of cornerbacks led
by freshman Nate Adkins.
Adkins scored the only two
touchdowns of the game, aside
from J.R. Waller’s touchdown
run in overtime, on interception
returns of 45 and 38 yards.
Both picks came of passes by
Jeff Disney, who threw three
interceptions in the game.
“My interceptions were made
possible by the whole defense,”
Adkins said. “The line was pres-
suring the quarterbacks all day,
and guys like (Brent) Meyers
played well and helped give me
the opportunities for the picks.
They made me look good today.”
Adkins, who came to
Montana as a wide receiver but
has been switched to corner-
back, said he and the other
young cornerbacks wanted to
prove themselves to the coaches
over the course of the spring.
“Tuff (Harris), myself and
some of the other corners are
still young,” Adkins said. “So we
just wanted to step up this
spring and do what the coaches
needed us to do. I think we did
a good job at that and improved
quite a bit as a unit. Now we
just have to keep getting better
for the fall.”
The howling wind definitely
hurt the offense, head coach
Bobby Hauck said, but it can’t
be used as an excuse.
“We live and play in
Montana,” Hauck said. “The
weather is an irrelevant topic.
You have to perform no matter
what.”
After combining for 255
yards and two touchdowns on
17 for 20 passing in the previ-
ous scrimmage, Disney and fel-
low junior quarterback Craig
Ochs threw for only 41 yards,
completing just 6 of 21 passes. 
Ochs didn’t make any excus-
es for himself and reiterated
Hauck’s comments on the wind.
“Of course the wind was
awful today,” Ochs said. “But
that’s not an excuse. Football’s
played outdoors. You have to
expect things like this.”
Ochs and Hauck both said
the game emphasized the
importance of having a solid
running game to complement
the air attack. 
Although the running backs
didn’t put up huge numbers,
Hauck said he was pleased with
their performances.
“I thought (J.R.) Waller had a
good day,” Hauck said. “In fact,
I thought all four backs had a
good day, Waller in particular.
They all ran the ball well in the
overtime periods.”
The scrimmage featured 11
offensive possessions, two punt-
ing phases and two kickoff
phases to give the special teams
some action, and two overtime
scenarios.
In the first overtime, Waller
ran for a four-yard touchdown.
He also provided the only other
real offensive spark when he
threw a 65-yard halfback pass
to Tate Hancock for a touch-
down on the very first play of
the game. Hauck, however, saw
holding on the play and the
touchdown was called back.
The offense didn’t score again
until Waller’s touchdown in the
second overtime.
Hauck said he was happy
with the play of the defense.
“I’m excited about the way
they played,” Hauck said. “I
thought the secondary had their
best practice of the spring. The
defense flew around. They were
real physical — good angles of
pursuit, good tackles, aggressive
play up front—it was kind of
the complete package.”
Cornerback Tuff Harris,
defensive end Lance Spencer
and defensive tackle Kerry
Mullan all recorded sacks.
Outside linebacker Brent
Meyers also had a strong show-
ing.
With spring over, Hauck said
the coaches will hold a one-
month recruiting period starting
Tuesday. In the meantime, play-
ers will be expected to be in the
weight room working out on
their own.
“We just have to hit the
weight room, start running and
get close as a team,” Ochs said.
“We just have to get ready for
Maine (Montana’s first oppo-
nent in the fall).”
High winds, hard defense hurt Griz offense in scrimmage
Myers Reece
Montana Kaimin
Kristen Inbody/Montana Kaimin
Quarterback Justin Hartman lofts a ball to tight end Matt Stern during the Griz scrimmage in Polson on Saturday.
Strong winds and the Griz defense plagued the quarterbacks at the scrimmage.
Tiffany Aldinger/Montana Kaimin
Jefferson Heidelberger jumps to receive a kickoff as Levander Segars backs him
up during the Griz’s scrimmage in Polson on Saturday afternoon.
Five-star days really do
occur.
And ex-Griz standout
Spencer Frederick has had two
in a row.
Sunday he found out he was
picked to play in the NFL. 
Monday he celebrated his
24th birthday, and later that
day he got to quit his job as a
mortgage broker in Omaha,
Neb.
Dreams really do come true.
“The last two days have
been so great,” Frederick said.
“We’ve had lots to celebrate,
and I’ve just been super excit-
ed.”
Phone calls to friends and
family were in order Monday,
and the Frederick family
phone line was busy most of
the day.
However, the line finally
rang though around 7 p.m. 
Frederick’s mother
answered the phone, and her
excitement could be felt
through the receiver; over
miles of telephone wire, it was
evident she was smiling.
“Mom has been bouncing off
the walls since we found out,”
Frederick said. “It’s just amaz-
ing to get this opportunity.”
Frederick, an ex-Grizzly
halfback/tight end, was picked
to play for the New Orleans
Saints and offered a two-year
contract Sunday around 6 p.m.
After battling through a
year’s worth of rehab to
strengthen an injured knee,
Frederick is now two days
away from a plane ride to New
Orleans — the big show
awaits.
In fact, it was just a couple
of years ago that Frederick
injured his knee while playing
for the Grizzlies and couldn’t
participate in the 2001
National Championship game.
Since then, Frederick has
had surgery and has been
working to get back to 100 per-
cent.
While some had their
doubts about Frederick’s
recovery and NFL pursuits,
Frederick’s agent Ken
Staninger kept the faith.
“Spencer is one of those All-
American, All-Montana boys
that the fans admire because
of his work ethic,” Staninger
said. “I wasn’t surprised at all
that he came back from the
injury. He set his sights on
coming back and he just did
it.”
Neither Staninger nor
Frederick could disclose the
amount of Frederick’s new
salary because the amount is
based on actually making the
team. Frederick will have to
prove himself at camp this
weekend and at a summer
camp in July before he will be
a permanent fixture in the
Saints lineup.
Frederick, a small town
gridder from Scobey, wanted to
give credit to friends, family
and the coaches that have
helped him along the way.
“I’m thankful everyone has
been in my corner supporting
me,” Frederick said, “especial-
ly Kraig Paulson for taking a
longshot with me and giving
me a chance at UM.”
Paulson is currently one of
UM’s assistants specializing in
coaching the linebackers.
But it wasn’t hope and sup-
port alone that allowed
Frederick to catch the eye of
six or seven other NFL teams,
beside the Saints, during the
draft.
“He’s an excellent blocker
and hard worker,” Staninger
said. “That’s what teams
picked up on from game film.”
Frederick was getting sniffs
from a handful of teams but
didn’t care which team inked
his name.
“He didn’t have any prefer-
ence to which team,”
Staninger said. “He just want-
ed to play for the team that
would give him the greatest
opportunity to play, and it
looks like he’s going to get that
at New Orleans.”
The next step for Frederick
will be to fly to New Orleans
for a mini-camp Friday,
Saturday and Sunday to check
things out. 
Still unsure of what his
plans were for the summer,
Frederick said he would likely
stay in New Orleans and
train.
In addition to Frederick,
two Big Sky players were
selected Sunday. The
Minnesota Vikings picked up
Idaho State punter Eddie
Johnson in the sixth round
and the St. Louis Rams picked
Eastern Washington tight end
Dan Curley in the fifth round.
Before Frederick was select-
ed, a Grizzly player had not
been picked since 1999 when
the Green Bay Packers nabbed
offensive lineman Scott Curry
in the sixth round.
New Orleans picks ex-Griz, Spencer Frederick, for NFL
Brittany Hageman
Kaimin Sports Editor
Visit us now!
www.kaimin.org
...or else (Grrrrrrr)
The University of Montana’s
track and field team was once
again split up for the weekend.
Head coach Tom Raunig said
it was a full weekend with run-
ners at Bringham Young
University and two athletes in
Eugene, Ore. 
The rest of the team went to
the Cougar Invitational College
track and field meet at
Washington State University in
Pullman, Wash. 
Despite the stormy conditions
at WSU, UM’s Jas Gill broke the
meet record in the high jump
with a leap of 2.10 meters. 
“The weather was back and
forth,” Raunig said. “We’re happy
to get the improved marks given
the weather.”
Ted Cordeiro was also a
record breaker. He broke his own
UM record in the hammer throw
with a throw of 59.69 meters to
place him third for the weekend.
Amy Weddell and Kari Wilson
both qualified for NCAA region-
als in the pole vault with leaps of
3.66 meters. 
Derin Gebhardt qualified for
the Big Sky Conference
Championships in the shot put
with a throw of 15.62 meters. 
Renee Dunn placed first in
the long jump (5.75m) while
Andrea Huntley finished first in
the 400-meter dash with a time
of 56.40 seconds.
In men’s action Justin Morse
grabbed a second place finish in
the 400-meter hurdles (52.99).
Richi Pemberton improved his
3,000-meter steeplechase time to
9 minutes and 34.43 seconds. 
At BYU the Grizzlies also bat-
tled bad weather, but Andrew
Levin still scored 6,910 points in
the decathlon. Suzanne Krings
finished third with a decathlon
score of 5,030. Raunig said her
time of 14.07 seconds in the hur-
dles was a personal best. 
Shannon Selby got 3,900
points in the heptathlon. That
score was good enough to get her
into the Big Sky Conference
Championships.
In Eugene, Kerry Bogner
competed in the five-kilometer
while Lauren Keithly placed fifth
in her heat in the 1,500-meter
run. 
Raunig said the improved
marks are good for the athletes’
confidence. 
“We’re going into important
meets,” Raunig said. “You want
to be getting better marks now.”
Although the team had to face
harsh weather, Raunig was still
pleased.
“We competed well despite the
less than perfect weather,”
Raunig said. “Hopefully we’ll
catch a good day in Missoula.”
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The University of Montana
men’s and women’s tennis
teams saw their season come
to an end last week in the
first round of the Big Sky
Conference Championship
Tournament. Both teams
were eliminated by teams
they had previously defeated,
but head coach Kris Nord
was not disappointed. 
“We squeezed the most of
the talent we have,” he said.
“We could have gone a day or
two further in the conference
tournament, but we didn’t.
Overall, I am real pleased
with the season we had.” 
On Thursday in Portland,
the men’s team lost 4-2 in a
close first-round match with
Sacramento State, the would-
be conference champion.
Sophomore Jan Steenekamp,
who garnered an 18-5 overall
record for the season, was
one of two Grizzlies to win a
match. Ryan O’Neill was the
other teammate to win a
game, giving the Griz two
points against Sac State, a
team they defeated March 28
in Reno by the score of 4-3.
On Friday, the women’s
team lost an even closer
match (4-3) at the hands of
Weber State. 
Freshman Erin Cooney,
sophomore Annabelle
Janairo, and junior Michaela
Zima all won for the Griz, but
the team lost its doubles
match.  
Prior to the tournament,
the women started the season
strong with five straight vic-
tories. However, the team
suffered through a tough
stretch at the end of the sea-
son where it lost seven of
eight to finish the season at
9-12. 
The ladies were led by
freshman sensation Cooney,
who finished the year at 16-4
overall.  Sophomore Janairo
also performed well this sea-
son, ending with a 11-8
record overall.
“We really never give up,”
Janairo said. “We scrap
around for every point and
that’s why we squeak out so
many close victories. I am not
saying that we are not as tal-
ented as other teams, but we
do work a lot harder than
most.”
This work ethic led the
ladies to a fourth-place con-
ference finish and will influ-
ence the team’s improvement
next year, Janairo said. 
The spring break stretch
in Reno and Utah proved to
be the high point for the
men’s team, which won five of
six matches over the two-
week span, Steenkamp said.
Following spring break, the
men dropped a loss at home
to Montana State.
Louisiana-Monroe trans-
fers Stanislav Nevolovich and
Steenekamp proved to be the
catalysts for this year’s squad
as the duo went 31-13 over
the course of the season. 
“The improvement of the
team— coming from where
we started in Bozeman and
compared to the spring break
in Utah — it was like day
and night,” Nevolovich said. 
Also, the 13-10 overall
record marked an improve-
ment for the men’s team, a
record  which the team will
seek to improve, Nevolovich
said.
“There were only two
teams in the conference with
winning records and we were
one of the them,” Nevolovich
said.
Steenekamp said this
year’s young squad has
potential next year. 
“Most of the guys are com-
ing back next year. So, it will
give us that extra year of
experience,” said Steenkamp. 
Overall, Nord was pleased
with the performances of both
squads. 
“We have a real good
nucleus to build around,” he
said. “Now the players need
to go out and work hard this
summer, while we need to
bring in some new recruits to
supplement the talent we
already have.”
UM tennis finishes conference play 
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin
Youth dominated Sunday at
Dornblaser Field, as the current
University of Montana women’s
soccer team defeated a team of
past-Grizzly greats 2-0. The vic-
tory was fueled by the strength
of two first-half goals by junior
forward Tara Schwager. 
The alumni squad featured
the best players in the pro-
gram’s history, including all-
time leading scorer Courtney
Mathieson, second all-time lead-
ing scorer Karen Hardy and
three-time team MVP Shannon
Forslund.
Even with all this firepower,
the alumni failed to score as
UM goalkeeper Sarah Braseth
and the rest of the defense
stonewalled them.
The annual alumni game
was the third and final scrim-
mage of the spring for UM.
Earlier in the week, the ladies
faced the Canadian Under 16
National Team on Wednesday
and Friday.
On Wednesday, the Griz
were soundly defeated by the
Canadians, 4-0, but after step-
ping up the intensity, UM was
able to close that gap to 3-2
Friday, said head coach Betsy
Duerksen. 
“The games against the
Canadians were a real learning
experience for us,” she said.
“They showed us that we need
to be more competitive for the
whole game. We need to go after
all those loose balls and air
balls like the Canadians did.”
Although the Canadians
were younger, they showed
maturity in their play,
Duerksen said.
“They were much younger
than us, but they definitely
taught us that we need to
increase our competitive fire
next year if we hope to be suc-
cessful,” Duerksen said.
Injuries also have been a
problem for the Griz this spring,
as many of the team’s offensive
weapons have missed practice
due to various ailments.
“If we get a couple of kids
healthy we will be much better
off,” Duerksen said. “Nikki
(Bolstad), Bemoni Alidjani, Kate
(Sloan), and Tara Schwager
have all missed time this
spring, but as Tara showed on
Sunday, when she is healthy,
she can do some awesome
things on the offensive end.”
As for the rest of the team,
Duerksen is excited about the
prospect of bringing home
another conference title back to
Missoula.
“This offense will be the most
exciting one that we have had
in the past few years,”
Duerksen said. “And our
defense is already solid.”
UM soccer stonewalls
alumni in scrimmage
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin
UM track team hits 3 tourneys in one weekend
Marina Mackrow
Montana Kaimin
Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin
Kari Wilson springs into the sky during track practice Monday at Dornblaser Field. Wilson qualified for the Midwestern regional finals by beating the 12-foot
mark in the pole vault during last weekend’s meet.  The team will host Bozeman this weekend.
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LOST & FOUND
LOST. Grey & black dry top paddle jacket. 4/22, near
the Lodge on the Blackfoot. 728-0212
LOST. Male Beagle puppy w/hemp collar. About 12lbs,
Tues, 4/22 late afternoon on campus. 370-9366
LOST. Were you at Al & Vics Tues 4/22?  Lost blue &
white fleece jacket, containing wallet & PASSPORT.
Important!  Call Lou 728 3696
PERSONALS
Curry Health Center provides completely confidential
health care.  No information goes to anyone, ho how,
nowhere, without your permission.  Curry Health
Center Call ahead for an appointment.  243-2122
Win 2 Pearl Jam tickets! Just deposit $$ in your Griz
Card debit account and enter to win.
CONGRATULATIONS MIMI and others on graduating!
The best graduation gifts are Fair Trade gifts from the
Peace Center, 519 S. Higgins
HEART-WARMING GIFTS from all over the world. Fair
Trade. You can make a difference! Shop the Peace
Center, 519 S. Higgins.
Take an interesting class fall semester! Hear about
WOLVES, GRIZZLY BEARS, LYNX, BULL-TROUT, etc.,
from professional biologists! WBIO-270, 2 credits,
CRN: 70589, Tuesdays, 1:00-3:00pm. Questions phone
243-6237
DANGER CERAMIC FEVER! No known cure. Pottery
classes help symptoms. Work on pottery wheel. Begin
week of May 18th. 7 weeks: $39. 543-7970
HELP WANTED
Movie Extras/Models Needed! Earn $150-450/day.
Print modeling, music videos, and extra positions.
Local Castings. No Experience Necessary! Call 1-888-
820-0164 x1090
BE A BARTENDER Must be 18yrs+ Earn $15-30/hr. 1-2
week program. Job placement. Flexible hours, get
certified. 406-728-TIPS (8477)
SPRING AHEAD with Full Benefits, Paid Vacation, FT &
PT available, Mornings or Afternoons. Call Sherri 728-
2408
$ALASKA$ Seafood processors needed for summer
Salmon season. Expenses paid, lots of OT, no exp req.
Interviews near you soon. Call for info 509-922-8805
EOE
Now hiring manufacturing labor, construction labor,
concrete labor, office, clerical. Call Work Force 543-
3590. We interview Monday-Thursday, 10:00am-noon.
WANTED - Responsible individual, prefer college stu-
dent over 21 years old. Must be hard working and
experienced. Assist housekeeper with cooking and
housekeeping at Lake Coeur d’Alene home. Work
June 5 through September 15. Live in - separate cot-
tage and meals provided. At least 40 hours per week.
Wages $8.50 per hour. Nonsmoking. Send resume to
Coeur d’Alene Land Company, Box 2288, Coeur
d’Alene, ID 83816
PAINTERS - WE WANT YOU...Northwest Paint offers
exciting and challenging employment as a Painting
Foreman, Painters’ assistant, shop personnel and
delivery. Positions available immediately. Fax resume
to 406-721-4018
Play with our 3 & 1 year old kids, 15 - 18 hours/week
in exchange for room and board. Experienced & 21
years or older please for this fun loving family. 829-
8208
Looking for Hutterite person or someone with close
ties to any Hutterite colony to work as part time
research assistant this summer.  Please contact
Kimber McKay x4106 or mckay@selway.umt.edu
WANTED: Responsible, energetic adult to care for and
play with my daughters ages 10 and 7 from June 16th
- August 22nd, M - Th, 8 - 5pm. Call Mary evenings @
728-0178
THE UC GALLERY is looking for a new coordinator.
Student will be responsible for all aspects of operat-
ing the gallery, beginning Fall semester 2003. Six
credit hours necessary. Pick up full application and
job description at the University Center, rm 104.
Deadline for applications: April 30, 2003, 5pm.
Alaska salmon processor seeking employees for sum-
mer season.  Remote facility is shore based.
Room/board provided.  $7.15/hr.  Plenty of OT work
anticipated.  Interviews in Msla soon!  Email
KSPI2003@yahoo.com
Student job for self-starter with interest in displaying
art and working with the University and local commu-
nity as THE UNIVERSITY CENTER ART EXHIBITS COOR-
DINATOR. Six credit hours necessary. Pick up full
application and job description at the University
Center, rm 104. Deadline for applications: April 25,
2003, 5pm. 
FOSTER CARE PROVIDER NEEDED - Opportunity
Resources Inc. is looking for a non-smoking person
with no pets who is interested in providing Foster
care for a 48 year old adult female with a develop-
mental disability in her home. ORI will provide a gen-
erous monthly stipend that is tax free. This individual
will have 30 hours a week of direct care staff support
as well as generous respite time each month and year.
A long-term commitment is desired. Please come by
the office at 2821 South Russell Street and pick up an
application. Please direct questions to Jenn Reynolds
or Jenece Jacobs-Sharkey at 721-0791. Position open
until filled. Applications available at OPPORTUNITY
RESOURCES, INC., 2821 S. Russell, Missoula, MT
59801. Extensive background checks will be complet-
ed. NO RESUMES. EOE.
CAMP MAK-A-DREAM, a camp for kids, teens and
young adults with cancer in Gold Creek, MT, is hiring
qualified and energetic MALE CABIN LEADERS to join
our summer paid staff for summer 2003!!
Qualifications: responsible, mature, exp. working
with kids. Commitment: June 29-August 14 (with days
off). Benefits: $1350, room & board, and an opportu-
nity to make a difference! Contact us for more info:
549-5987 or campdream@mymontana.com or check
out our website for photos, schedules and application
materials: www.campdream.org  *weekly volunteer
positions also available for male cabin counselors.
ARE YOU GRADUATING AND LOOKING FOR MEANING-
FUL WORK? Maybe you want to take a year off from
school and give back to the community ... There are
several full-time AmeriCorps VISTA positions in the
Missoula community working with hunger/housing,
youth issues, and community volunteerism.
Interested? Come to our brown bag discussion, May
6th, 11:30-1:30 in UC 327 or stop by the Office for
Civic Engagement in SS 126 for more info.
WORK TO CHANGE THE WORLD AND GET A PAYCHECK!
The Office for Civic Engagement is now accepting
applications for part-time, work study, AmeriCorps
terms running Sept. 2003 through May 2005. Positions
focus on tutoring and mentoring work with children in
the Missoula community. Living stipend plus an edu-
cation tuition/loan repayment award. Applications
available in Social Science 126, deadline May 7th.
GET MORE OUT OF YOUR JOB WHILE “GETTING
THINGS DONE!” The Office for Civic Engagement is
now accepting applications for a part-time, work
study position for 2003-4. Plan and implement service
trips for students during winter and spring break.
Applications available in Social Science 126, deadline
May 7th.
homeWORD, non-profit community development
organization is seeking 2 AmeriCorps*VISTA’s.  Work in
a progressive environment and develop invaluable
skills!  Earn a living stipend, benefits and education
award.  For info., contact homeWORD at 543-3550
SERVICES
CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call
Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING. $1.00/page
542-0837
31 year old NYSE firm Legal Service Broker.
Comprehensive Mentoring and Training. Fax/Email
Resume to: hr@pinner1.com 1-888-870-5890
GOT STORAGE? Expressway Storage. See ad on page 4 
FOR SALE
Yamaha tenor saxophone. In great shape, hardly ever
played. $800. Call Matt @ 728-7448
IBM Thinkpad 765L, P166, 80MB, 3GB, CD Rom,
13”TFT, 56K PCMCIA Modem, Optical USB Mouse.
(406) 251-5295. Donna
AUTOMOTIVE
‘84 Mercedes 500SEL, 4dr, 120K, loaded. Reliable!
$3400/offer. 728-4001
COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.
FOR RENT
ROCK CREEK CABINS $22-$55/night 251-6611
www.bigsky.net/fishing
1 bedroom apartment, $415/mo. All utilities includ-
ed. Call 544-1298
Very nice 3 bed, 2 bath apartment. All appliances &
all utilities except electricity included. Close to U. 
ROOMMATES NEEDED
Only $875/month. Call 827-2502
2 roommates needed for 3 BR 2 bath house 1 block off
campus. W/D, $289/mo + 1/3 utilities. Available end
of May. Furnishings also available. Call Kristen at 549-
1689
Roommate needed for summer and next year. $220 a
month plus utilities and a $220 deposit. Only a block
from campus! Call 721-6706 for more information.
Summer roommate to share large 5 bdrm South Hills
home. W/D, D/W, lg yard, deck. $290/mo + utilities.
Call Kate 546-9365. May-August, flexible.
MISCELLANEOUS
Summer Workstudy at Children’s Shelter. Duties
include laundry and light cleaning. Shifts available
are M-Sun, 9-midnight and midnight-6:30am. Call
549-0058
BARGAINS GALORE! Find stuff for that new apartment
@ the WORLD’S LARGEST GARAGE SALE! Sat. May 3, 9-
1:30. UM Parking Structure. 243-4636.
SPEAK ITALIAN
Italian classes on campus, $100. Beginning in June
and Sept. Enroll now. 728-4581 or visit
www.ecoitalia.info/Italian.htm for more info.
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ s e l w a y . u m t . e d u E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
was not directly
involved. UM Provost
Lois Muir did not
return calls from the
Kaimin Monday,
although she previous-
ly said she must review
decisions regarding
suspensions of faculty
members.
Holt could not be
contacted Monday, but
the release states that
he is “satisfied” with
the resolution. 
Storch said Holt was
not suspended because
of his comments about
the war in Iraq. He
said there were on-
going complaints about
Holt. 
According to the
release, “All University
of Montana faculty
members, regular and
adjunct, enjoy protec-
tion by the University
and the Collective
Bargaining Agreement
of the freedom to
express political views
in appropriate ways
and circumstances. The
UFA and the University
remain fully committed
to freedom of expres-
sion for members of the
campus community.”
UFA grievance offi-
cer Richard Walton
said the UFA did not
discuss re-instating
Holt as a professor
because union repre-
sentatives thought it
would be too disrup-
tive for students to
switch instructors
again.
“It is just a matter of
logistics,” Walton said.
“If we were to put him
back in classes, they
would have been dis-
rupted again.”
Walton said UFA
representatives decided
to enter into discus-
sions with administra-
tors after a disagree-
ment about the defini-
tion of a suspension in
the contract. He said it
was decided that sus-
pensions are used for
“emergency matters” in
order to allow adminis-
trators more time to
research a situation.
Walton said Holt
could still be hired for
fall semester, depend-
ing on how many stu-
dents sign up for lin-
guistics classes, but
added that Provost
Muir will be the one to
make the final deci-
sion.
Holt
Continued from Page 1
combine two groups with different
philosophies, but that unite behind
higher education.”
Forward Montana was created
last January by a group of young
business professionals in Helena,
said chairman Jason Theilman, who
also serves as chief of staff for the
secretary of the state. It boasts
about 100 members.
Theilman served as ASUM presi-
dent in the late 1990s. He gave Flint
a personal check for $75 after
becoming acquainted with him at
legislative sessions in Helena. 
ASUM presidential candidates
can spend up to $175 on their cam-
paigns, which are usually financed
out of their own pockets, said
Heather O’Loughlin, the outgoing
ASUM business manager.
Ted Morrison, board chairman of
MontPIRG, said he’s concerned
about PACs becoming involved in
student elections. 
“As an organization that works on
government issues, one thing we’ve
worked on is to keep big money out of
politics no matter where it comes
from,” he said. “I don’t think that
money coming from outside sources
like that, even if it’s from an organiza-
tion that’s Democratic or Republican,
is a good thing, especially in elections
like this. I think its something we
need to address in the future, espe-
cially for ASUM elections.”
Theilman said he plans to contin-
ue to support Flint.
“I would like to work with him on
issues like getting young people to
register to vote ... helping to keep
tuition as low as possible and work-
ing with new programs in the sys-
tem,” Theilman said. “We can serve
to help as Aaron defines his agenda.”
“I think for us it was pretty awe-
some,” Flint said. “I’m a member of
Forward Montana, and Gale’s a
member of MontPIRG ... I think it
makes us more effective that we’re
members. We can work with a
broader array of not only student
groups but groups within the state.”
A student chapter of Forward
Montana formed on campus this
semester, led by Thomas Figarelle,
president of the College
Republicans. He said one of Forward
Montana’s main goals is to promote
economic development.
“We really think it’s the corner-
stone of our state’s foundation,” he
said. “We’re trying to look at pro-
gressive policies by which we would
bring economic activity to our state.”
The student chapter hopes to
achieve either ASUM recognition or
the status of a nonprofit, nonparti-
san group that MontPIRG receives
from the Board of Regents. While
MontPIRG isn’t recognized by the
student government, it’s allowed on
campus by securing the support of
students every two years.
Flint / Price
Continued from Page 1
Go fly a kite
Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin
Enjoying the sunny weather Sunday afternoon, 6-year-old Alycia Snow (right) attempts to fly
her kite near the University Villages. All children who attended the finale of Celebrate Family
Week received free kites.
